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BRING IT HOME:
The BG men's soccer
team ended their season with a successful
turnaround;
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Y independent student press

Forensics
team wins
third in
tourney
By Laura Neidert
STAFF WRITER

Associated Press Photo

FLORIDA ONLY, PLEASE: Demonstrators protest outside of the Palm Beach County Emergency Operations Center in West Palm Beach. Fla., on Tuesday, during a meeting of the county canvassing board.

RECOUNT IN FLORIDA
1
'No answer in sight
By Ron Fournier
AP POLITICAL WRIKR

One week inlo America's election limbo, the secretary of state
of I lnriil.i certified George W.
Bush's fragile lead, even as thousands of disputed ballots were
counted into the night at the
behest of Al Gore. "When is it
going to end?" asked Bush aide
lames A. Baker 111.
There was no answer in sight.
Baker floated a proposal to
cease the ballot-by-ballot fight
for Florida's 25 electoral votes
and the White House, but
Democrats said he offered nothing new — and dismissed it outright. With lawyers and judges
front and center in the presidential election, nerves began to fray
and adjectives failed to serve.
"It's like the seventh day of
being held hostage," stammered
leb Bush, governor of Florida
and the harried brother of the

GOP presidential hopeful.
Secretary of State Kathcrine
Harris, a Republican Bush supporter, announced Tuesday
night that the Texas governor
had a 300-vote lead out of 6 million votes cast — with overseas
absentee ballots and ongoing
recount totals pending.
Her announcement came
almost three hours after a 5 p.m.
vote-counting deadline, upheld
earlier by state ludge Terry
Lewis. He turned aside Gore's
arguments to lift the deadline,
but gave Harris the authority to
accept or reject follow-up manual recount totals.
Lewis' decision was a setback
for the vice president, who
wanted a clear order erasing the
TUesday deadline. His lawyers
Associated Press Photo
found solace in Lewis urging
Harris to consider "all appropri- ANSWERING QUESTIONS: Leon County court administrator
RECOUNTING. PAGE 2

WHAT'S GOING ON?
60P APPEALS: The Bush camp
filed a notice of appeal in
Atlanta to reserve its right to
challenge a federal judge who
refused on Monday to block the
manual counts.
GORE GETS A LEAD: In Volusia
County, Fla.. Gore cut Bush's
lead by 98 votes after officials
completed a hand count of some
184,000 ballots.
ADDING RANDOM VOTES:
Election authorities in Broward
County decided to add four more
votes to Gore — votes that
turned up during a hand count
of three precincts on Monday.
WHO'S THAT MAN?: To the west,
Gore had a 374-vote lead in New
Mexico's seesawing race for 5
electoral votes after officials
announced they had misread
absentee results.

Terre Cass urges reporters to remain calm as they distribute a
ruling in the Volusia County lawsuit on Nov. 14.

The University's Forensics
placed third out of ten in a
regional competition held on
Nov. 4 at Western Michigan
University.
With a score of 120.3 points,
the University placed behind
Northwestern (174.3) and
Eastern Michigan (129.5).
At what was his first competition, varsity team member
Ghristopher Norris placed second overall in the LincolnDouglas debate competition.
He outscored his opponents on
abilities, but two out of three
judges felt his opponent won
the debate.
In duo interpretation,
Rebecca lid,in and Sean
Medina took first place, while
the team of). Michael Bestul
and Jody Taylor took sixth.
Michelle Wick took fourth place
in poetry and fifth place in varsity impromptu debate.
In novice debate, Rebecca
Biggs took fifth and Lisa Fulton
took sixth. Finally, in the program of oral interpretation,
Bestul took second, Mandy
I ohrmaii took third, Lisa
Fulton took fifth and Ryan
I lalfliill took sixth.
Overall, the team has been
positive on its expectations for
the year.
"I've been in forensics since
my freshman year here, and we
were good then because of a
great class of seniors. Now it
seems to be that we have really
good freshmen and sophomores to help us nut," Norris
said.
"The students are just great.
Iliey always place high and like
to win. They also look at it as an
educational learning experience, which I think is the hallmark of a great student," said
Dan Henning, an instructor in
the theater department and
director of the team.
The team has been working
together since the start of the
school year, and began the
competition season by hosting
one here at the University.
According to Henning, that
tournament allowed new
members of the team to get
some experience, while more
established and successful
members ran the tournament.
"The object is not to win your
own tournaments, but provide
a good atmosphere for everyone else," Henning said.
They have also competed at
FORENSICS, PAGE 2

"Of course it's scary, but I have no other choice. I don't
have time to wait for a heart transplant."

Registrar, advisers share
class scheduling advice Doctors take out

JOANNE MINNICH, HEART REMOVAL PATIENT

By Cratg Gilford

heart to do surgery

CAMPUS EDITOR

Panicking students and anxiety
are just a couple of the things that
tend to go along with scheduling
for classes. However, by taking
advice from those good at giving it
- the advisers - the troubles of
scheduling can be reduced.
While the University has
already begun scheduling classes
for the 2001 spring semester, it is
not too late for some, especially
new students, to learn what to do.
According to Molly Blank, academic adviser in the College of
Arts and Sciences, one key thing
SCHEDULING, PAGE 2

By Juan A Lozano
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

left Hindenach BG News

COURSE QUEUE: Students wait to register in the lobby of the
Administration Building Tuesday.

HOUSTON — A 57-year-old
woman underwent a surgical
gamble TUesday in which doctors temporarily removed her
heart, cut out three rapidly
growing tumors and returned
the repaired organ.
Doctors were cautiously optimistic afterward. Only one other
patient has survived the surgery.
loanne Minnich's heart rested
in a bowl while the team of cardiac surgeons at Methodist
1

DeBakey Heart Center worked
on it.
Doctors said the malignant
growths, one as large as a
lemon, were on the wall of her
heart's left atrium, restricting
blood flow, and could have
killed \ln ii in h in as little as two
weeks if left unchecked.
A heart-lung machine took
Associated Press Photo
over the function of Minnich's
HEART
REMOVAL
Surgeons
diseased heart for the approximately 45 minutes it was out of operate at Methodist DeBakey
Heart Center in Houston.
her body.
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Students have options for advising

Forensics team
grabs third place
FORENSICS. FROM PAGE 1

Otterbein University, Ball Slate
University
and
Western
Michigan. At Ball State, it was
extremely competitive, according to Henning. The competition involved the top teams in
the country and team member
Khary lackson made it to the
semifinals in his event.
In addition to competition,
the team has also gotten
involved in the community.
They put on a program at the
Wood County Public Library for
their 125th anniversary, and
they plan on returning there on
Dec. 9 for a holiday program.
In the future, they will travel to
Kellogg Community College in
Michigan. They will also have a
two-part competition that will
be talcing place the first weekend
in December at Ohio State
University and
Otterbein

SCHEDULING, FROM PAGE 1

University.
Then in February, there will
be the state varsity and novice
tournaments. In March there is
the Pi Kappa Delta tournament,
a forensics honorary, in Idaho. In
April, there will be the National
Forensics Association Tournament in Bowling Green, Ky.
In order to be part of the team,
students can take a one credit
hour course, Theater 110 for
freshmen and sophomores and
Theater 310 for juniors and
seniors. Potentially, students can
get up to eight credit hours for
the class.
"One of the nicest things
about the team is that we have a
reputation as being very positive
and friendly towards people
from other schools. Students
can and have made very good
friends from other schools,"
Henning said.

Rpp-Rah!!' ^RL.

Cfa-Zel Theatre

Downtown BG * 353-1361
wwwgreateastem Hollywood com

to build a full schedule."
There are two ways in which
students can go about scheduling for classes: Either the STAR
90 system, which is the call-in
registration, or going to one of
the
windows
in
the
Administration Building.
"They should try STAR 90
first," Blank said. "Follow the
instructions on page 10 of the
registrations book. If they get
frustrated, then they should certainly go in person."
No matter how or when a person is scheduling for classes,
they should start preparing early.
"Students should not wait
until the last minute. There is a
limited number of advisers, so
they need to plan ahead,"
McOmber said.

RECOUNTING. FROM PAGE 1

bers to explain in writing by 2
p.m. Wednesday why new vote
totals should be accepted.
"Unless I determine, in the exercise of my discretion, that these
facts and circumstances... justify
an amendment to today's official
returns" the totals will stand, she
said.
Gore decided to hold off an
appeal of Lewis' ruling and press
forward with recounts in four
Democratic-leaning counties.
Gore's advisers hope Harris will
approve the hand-counted ballots — though they expect tile
worst — and are prepared to
appeal if she does not.
"If the secretary of state arbi-

trarily refuses to accept the
amended returns based on the
recount and violates what this
court has ruled ... which is to
accept those results unless she
has good reason not to, then we
will be back in court," said a new
member of Gore's massive legal
team, David Boies.
With Harris' announcement,
the battle lines were clearly
drawn: Bush's team says the
manual recounts are conducted
with no set standards in
Democratic-leaning counties
with the sole purpose of pushing
Gore ahead. The vice president's
team argues that the painstaking
process is the only way to ensure

that every Florida voter is heard.
The spotlight will remain on
Harris as she decides whether to
accept the county recounts.
Another pivot point is Friday,
when overseas ballots are due
and counting begins.
The race tumbled to the
courts after a statewide machine
recount trimmed Bush's lead
from 1,784 votes to a few hundred, prompting Gore to push
for painstaking manual recounts
and Bush to fight them in courts
of law and public opinion.
Officials in two counties tabulated ballots by hand Tuesday,
with action in two other jurisdic lions pending.
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referrals to what faculty members are good."
Besides seeing an academic
advisor before scheduling, students should also be prepared
with a tentative schedule.
"They should be prepared
with what classes they need and
alternatives and have the call
number ready," said Becky
McOmber, registrar for the
University.
However, their will be cases in
which a class a student is trying
to get into will be full. McOmber
said that students should be
ready with options for instances
such as these.
"We have a limited number of
classrooms that are available,"
McOmber said. "Students
should be open to have options

Florida recount leaves many on hold
ate facts and circumstances"
when recount totals are filed.
In another blow for Gore,
Democratic-leaning MiamiDade County refused his request
for a recount and a second,
Broward, also was inclined to
reject Gore's request. A third
jurisdiction. Volusia County, finished its recount Tuesday with
gains for Gore. A fourth county,
Palm Beach, begins its recounts
Wednesday and Democrats
hope to cut deeply into Bush's
lead there.
Harris said she will require
counties filing late recount num-

Its Wednesday...
Happy Hump Day!!!

Dr. Stangelove

for students to do when it comes
to scheduling is to "have an idea
of who their adviser is and where
to go for assistance."
"We want to make sure students are on the right track."
Blank said.
In order to get students to see
their advisers on a regular basis,
the University has started an
Advising Network in the hopes of
calling attention to advising and
strengthening the advising program.
Al Gonzalez, interim vice
provost for academic services,
said the Advising Network is
doing a number of things to let
the students know that advisers
are there for them.

Worksheets were handed out
to each of the resident advisers
to have orientations with the first
year students. Also, posters and
table tents have been put up.
"We hope the students will
have less anxiety," Gonzalez said.
Even though students can find
information in the registration
books, the administration still
feels it is necessary for them to
speak with an adviser.
"A big part is to have a relationship with an adviser.
Someone students know about
and can feel comfortable asking
various questions to," Gonzalez
said.
Blank agreed saying, "We can
personally answer questions
that are generated by the book,
explain prerequisites and make

^
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CROSSWORD

SCRATCH AND
WHAT?

a

www.bgnews.com/page3

It has been brought to
the attention of Page
3 that an all
"SCRATCH AND
SNIFF" page would
increase readership
and circulation.
Maybe... but what
about the people with
colds?Wouldthatbe
discrimination?

Baby, it's cold outside.
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Oh Boy, I Sure Do Love Sweaters
HEATHER
HEBAN
FASHIONVICTIM

off the set of "Forgo".
It's cold. And nol your average
cold, but Howling Green cold.
Once again the winter wind rips
and tears its icy finger* across
our trembling little campus.
Shocked to the bone, it is time for
the cable knit sweaters.
Dec. 21, the official first day of
winter, seems to lie far off.
Let me tell you, the harsh climate of the chilly season has vm
imidl arrived.
Cuddled up a few evenings
ago. in flannel pajama pants, I
realized it was time for my pea
coat and thick wool socks. My
roll neck sweaters and heavy
cardigans have begun to call out
in the chilly morning.
Besides Ihe fact that this area
of Ohio is entirely too mid, and
iglioringlhe predictions that this
winter is going to IM' a Minnesota

Bulk is good, but you have to
show some shape.
Being that I don't really tend to
show skin, I prefer non-revealing
clothing. This is awkward during
those sticky Mid-West summers
where halter tops are the best.
Winter changes everything. Prom
colors to amount of apparel on
the body, the dark months can
be quite bright.
The colors that winter weather
inspire are wonderful. Rich
wines, butters, yellows, creams
and browns warm us up and
help combat winter blahs. And
lets not forget black. The most
slimming of colors, black is both
sleek and classic while at the
same time a great heat absorber
Fleece. That is all I have to
state and immediately I can feel
thai warm, fuzzy fabric on my
skin.
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On Nov. 13 we ran a picture depicting a skateboarder during his Moment of Zen The caption underneath it read
"wouldn't it be funny if the skateboarder fell?" Well, a couple offended fellas sent this great shot of a real "zen"
moment: "Isn't It Funny When Reporters Get Their Butts
Kicked by Skateboarders?".Thanks, guys. Would any of you
want to work for Page 3? We're being serious!

Like a furry little lamb, the
wonder of lleece is that not only
does it keep you warm, it makes
you feel good too.
There is nothing like the look
of a durable I.Crew sweater.
Inexpensive no, sound investment- yes.
Strong winter wear is hard to
find, so when you come across a
sturdy sale, go for it.
Some people convince themselves you need to suffer for fash •
ion. If you want to look good you
deal with the cold.
That is so dumb. This is the
21st century, man has made
many achievements in the world
of apparel.
So instead of moaning that it's
winter again, and it's too cold to
go outside, get yourself some
bright colored clothing, pile on
■ he nubhy fleece and burton up
the parkas.
I'm not suggesting that you
run out and buy a crazy ski mask
or purchase a ton of entirely loo
expensive sweaters, just realize
that winter can be fun. It can be

CREATIVE?
THINK YOU HAVE SOMETHING WORTH READING' DO YOU HAVE IDEAS THAT WOULD MAKE
3 WANTS NEW WRITERS, CARTOONISTS AND
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a time of snowball fights and hot
chocolate.
A way to altogether combat
the winter blues is to keep yourself comfortable and looking
good.
The outside always makes it
better for the inside, especially if
you are warmer than that girl in
the tight leather pants and short
sleeved shirt.
Some people will never learn.
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Hautboy
Bedtime viator''
Quit working
Spread lies aboU
Zodiac sign
About to trade in your first-born
Preceding m
for the answer to 25 Down?
order
First tame of a
Fear not, faithful reader.
canine star'
We have the answers, and are
Lijpmo and
Tarbel!
quite willing to part with them.
Otherwise
Byway
All you need to do is check the
Decomposes
web page located at
Worsted cloth
Rose or
www.bgnews.com
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quantity
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OHIO WEATHER
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"I've been searching for
you-l heard you cry
within my soul. I never
hail a yearning quite
like this before-now
here you are, walking
right through my door".

Pronounciation: fri-jod
Function: adjective
Etymology: \al\n-, frigidus
Date: 1622
la: Intensity, cold b: lacking
warmfh or ador
2: Lacking imaginative
qualities
alsoJhis campus is not as
cold as it seems, write tor
Page 3! And throw on a
warm sweater!!!
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Lenny Kravitz
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words into poetry.
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WHAT'S YOUR MOST FLATERING SHADE OF
WINE? AND WE MEAN THE COLOR!
You'll Look Good In...
Raisin or Port

Fair

Maiuve or Merlot

Medium

Plum or Burgundy

Olive

Raspberry or Cabernet

Dark

Cranberry or Bordeaux

Snow

Ice

THREE-DAY FORECAST

Musician, and man who turns

Light With Freckles

Flumes

v-iAuooMOPmu

Rain

Snow

High: 43"
Ixiw: 32"

High: 36*
Low 30"

Saturday

©
Mostly
Cloudy

High: 37"
Low: 23"

DISCLAIMERS AND ALL THAT FUN STUFF:
Page 3 is an irreverent look at the current events and
issues surfacing out and about this great little world of
ours.
It is not in any way meant to be taken completely
serious or without a grain of salt.

THIS PAGE BETTER? IF SO LET US KNOW. PAGE
ANYONE ELSE THAT HAS SOMETHING INTERESTING TO SAY. EMAIL shefkie@bgnet.bgsu.edu
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WORD OF THE DAY

If Your SkinTone Is...
SO YOU THINK YOU'RE

'"
'

46 Baby bed

54

one, it's still easy to look good.
This time of year has got to be
the best time for fashion.
It doesn't take much to assure
that you don't look like you came

1

1

With that in mind, the crossword answers are on the
web page!
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HBO
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TNT
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Movie: •• The Money P*"i 1986. Co-nedy) Tom Hanks. Shelley
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Stem s Money Long A bargain mansion proves to be a financial black hole
X
X
Wild Discovery Ten Mildon
On the Inside 'Doomsday Cults" Rage to Revenge: The Science nside the KKK - Faces ot Hate Justice Hies Tne line line
between a st-nq and entrapment
Wildcats" (Nj
ot Violence (N)
Sport scenter X
PBA Bowling: Ccbrh'i 300
NHL Hockey Dallas Stars at Buffalo Sabres HSBC Arena (Live)
Open Austin. Texas (Uve)
Chris Rock
Best ot
Movie: *' i "Simply frmwftW {t m Romance) Sarah Michetle
Wovie. •• ■Gooocye lover" (1998, Comedy) PairiCiaArquetie
Oz Obituar«s" (In Stereo) X
Adam Sandier Autopsy '■'■
Muroei ar.scs wren a Vrnme fatal? s r :t MM coots down 'R' If
Geiiar Ache) spices her Qisnas with the mage of Wve PG-13 X
Big House "Alcairai' The
n Search Of
n Search Ot
History s Lost History IQ
True Story or the Fighting
3-0ay: The Total Story ' HGadgets ft
nslorvolAlcatra; K
Inca Tieasu'e' & Found f,
Sulhvans S.
Hour" (Part 2 ot 3)
Regional
Last Word
:avs Fast
National Sports Report
■ oolMM Today .ait Word (N) NBA Basketball Cleveland Cava'iers at Phiadeichia 76eis Fust Union Center.
Sports Report
Break
:
Crossing Over Twilight Zone
Invisible Man Separation
arscape look at the Princess. _exx: The Series BackwcoJs
Sliders Oh Bio it" Where An Babylon 5 "Hjfflei. Pre/ (In
stowaways are fojnd on board.
(In Siereo] 1
ft MM Uai
Thou'''' (In Stere IS
Stereo)
Anxiety" (In Stereo) JC
The Maltese" S
Micro Miracles
Storm ol the Century
4-Wheel Force evetopment ot
Mysterious Skies Some ot
4-Wheel Force Development of rornado Alley (N)
our-wheeldr ve vehicles
four-wheel-drive vehicles.
nature's pvulmg phenomena
EH A Hole m the Heart" (in
Prettnder Jarod teacnes a
NBA Basketball M-a*n Heat at New Jersey Nets Continental Atrines Arena (In
nside the NBA Wovte: •** Primary Colors'
enminai psychcic<)y class 5.
1996. Drama) John Travolta X
$lore< 1 !!
SlureoLrve)X
Wartin W^e-e
Walker. Teiat Ranger "Way of JAG Pike mlorms Harm thai fws Math Bridges Pump Adon (In klovie: eh 'ForRicneiot Power" (1997. Comedy) Tim Men, K'she ABey. Jay O
he Party At X
the Warrior (In Stereo) X
career as a military pilot is over. Stereo) X
Sanders. Fugd've Manhattanites pose as an Amish couple (In Stereo) X
lackaon Vids
ladicalFli-cut lock & Boll
Jetore They
One Hundred Greatest Artists
)ne Hundred Greatest Artists
5ne Hundred Greatest Artists Movie: **• "HeavyMetar
Were Start
of Hard Rock N) (In Stere
1981. Scence Fiction)
N) (in Stereo) Fantasy II
ol Hard Rock (In Stereo)
of Hard Rock (In Sle-eo}
Saturday Night Live ,v.n »
Jirwe X
Wild Discovery: Creatures o'
hi OuMMdi Dul aws
Sport scenter X

Ethnic -Holiday R*up*?
Email it to the Obsidian by
November 19th at
TheObsidian2000@yahoo.com
aNllfc

Three Stooges
Daily Show S.

Recipes wjjl
be printedj
the
December
7th issue of
The Obsidian
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Forensics team
grabs third place
FORENSICS, FROM PAGE 1

Otterbein University, Ball Sale
University
and
Western
Michigan. At Ball State, it was
extremely competitive, according to Henning The competition involved the top teams in
the country and team member
Khary Jackson made it to the
semifinals in his event.
In addition to competition,
the team has also gotten
involved in the community.
They put on a program at the
Wood County Public Library for
their 125th anniversary, and
they plan on returning there on
Dec. 9 for a holiday program.
In the future, they will travel to
Kellogg Community College in
Michigan. They will also have a
two-part competition that will
be taking place the first weekend
in December at Ohio State
University and
Otterbein

University.
Then in February, there will
be the state varsity and novice
tournaments. In March there is
the Pi Kappa Delta tournament,
a forensics honorary, in Idaho. In
April, there will be the National
Forensics Association Tournament in Bowling Green, Ky.
In order to be part of the team,
students can take a one credit
hour course, Theater 110 for
freshmen and sophomores and
Theater 310 for juniors and
seniors. Potentially, students can
get up to eight credit hours for
the class.
"One of the nicest things
about the team is that we have a
reputation as being very positive
and friendly towards people
from other schools. Students
can and have made very good
friends from other schools,"
Henning said.

It's Wednesday.,.
Happy Hump Day!!!
Bw-laM!

Cla-Zel Theatre

Downtown BG * 353-1361
www greateasteni Hollywood com

Students have options for advising
SCHEDULING, FROM PAGE l
for students to do when it comes
to scheduling is to "have an idea
of who their adviser is and where
to go for assistance."
"We want to make sure students are on the right track,"
Blank said.
In order to get students to see
their advisers on a regular basis,
the University has started an
Advising Network in the hopes of
calling attention to advising and
strengthening the advising program.
Al Gonzalez, interim vice
provost for academic services,
said the Advising Network is
doing a number of things to let
the students know that advisers
are there for them.

Worksheets were handed out
to each of the resident advisers
to have orientations with the first
year students. Also, posters and
table tents have been put up.
"We hope the students will
have less anxiety," Gonzalez said.
Even though students can find
information in the registration
books, the administration still
feels it is necessary for them to
speak with an adviser.
"A big part is to have a relationship with an adviser.
Someone students know about
and can feel comfortable asking
various questions to," Gonzalez
said.
Blank agreed saying "We can
personally answer questions
that are generated by the book,
explain prerequisites and make

referrals to what faculty members are good."
Besides seeing an academic
advisor before scheduling, students should also be prepared
with a tentative schedule.
"They should be prepared
with what classes they need and
alternatives and have the call
number ready," said Becky
McOmbcr, registrar for the
University.
However, their will be cases in
which a class a student is trying
to get into will be full. McOmber
said that students should be
ready with options for instances
such as these.
"We have a limited number of
classrooms that are available,"
McOmber said. "Students
should be open to have options

to build a full schedule."
There are two ways in which
students can go about scheduling for classes: Either the STAR
90 system, which is the call-in
registration, or going to one of
the
windows
in
the
Administration Building.
"They should try STAR 90
first," Blank said. "Follow the
instructions on page 10 of the
registrations book. If they get
frustrated, then they should certainly go in person."
No matter how or when a person is scheduling for classes,
they should start preparing early.
"Students should not wait
until the last minute. There is a
limited number of advisers, so
they need to plan ahead,"
McOmber said.

Florida recount leaves many on hold
RECOUNTING, FROM PAGE 1

ate facts and circumstances"
when recount totals are filed.
In another blow for Gore,
Democratic-leaning MiamiDade County refused his request
for a recount and a second,
Broward, also was inclined to
reject Gore's request. A third
jurisdiction, Volusia County, finished its recount Tuesday with
gains for Gore. A fourth county,
Palm Beach, begins its recounts
Wednesday and Democrats
hope to cut deeply into Bush's
lead there.
Harris said she will require
counties filing late recount num-

bers to explain in writing by 2
p.m. Wednesday why new vote
totals should be accepted.
"Unless I determine, in the exercise of my discretion, that these
facts and circumstances... justify
an amendment to today's official
returns" the totals will stand, she
said.
Gore decided to hold off an
appeal of Lewis' ruling and press
forward with recounts in four
Democratic-leaning counties.
Gore's advisers hope Harris will
approve the hand-counted ballots — though they expect the
worst — and are prepared to
appeal if she does not.
"If the secretary of state arbi-

trarily refuses to accept the
amended returns based on the
recount and violates what this
court has ruled ... which is to
accept those results unless she
has good reason not to, then we
will be back in court." said a new
member of Gore's massive legal
team, David Boies.
With Harris' announcement,
the battle lines were clearly
drawn: Bush's team says the
manual recounts are conducted
with no set standards in
Democratic-leaning counties
with the sole purpose of pushing
Gore ahead. The vice president's
team argues that the painstaking
process is the only way to ensure

that every Florida voter is heard.
The spotlight will remain on
Harris as she decides whether to
accept the county recounts.
Another pivot point is Friday,
when overseas ballots are due
and counting begins.
The race tumbled to the
courts after a statewide machine
recount trimmed Bush's lead
from 1,784 votes to a few hundred, prompting Gore to push
for painstaking manual recounts
and Bush lo fight them in courts
of law and public opinion.
Officials in two counties tabulated ballots by hand Tuesday,
with action in two other jurisdictions pending.

Cable Channel 6

5:30-Live
Re-broadcast at
10pm & 7:30am
Now on Fridays!
Wood County' s
only LIVE local
Television news
k

source

(X

The Philosophy Dep&lment Presents
Great Debates
Affirmative Action:
Endltorrlendlt?

\yj
/£»

Thursday. November 16, 7:30 PM
111 Olicamp Hall

The BG News reserves the right to release the names of individuals
who place advertising in The News. The decision whether to release
this information shall be made by the management of The BG News.
The purpose of this policy is to discourage the placement of advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily embarrassing to individuals or
organizations. Cases of fraud can be prosecuted.
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CROSSWORD

SCRATCH AND

a

WHAT*
www.Denews.com/paee3

It has been brought to
the attention of Page
3 that an all
"SCRATCH AND
SNIFF" page would
increase readership
and circulation.
Maybe... but what
about the people with
colds? Would that be
discrimination?

Baby, it's cold outside.

^^^
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Oh Boy, I Sure Do Love Sweaters
one, it's still easy lo look good.
HEATHER
HEBAN
FASHION VICTIM
It's cold. And not your average
cold, bui Bowling Green cold.
Once again (he winler wind rips
and lean its icy fingers across
our trembling little campus.
Shocked to the hone, it is time for
the cahle knit sweaters.
Dec 21, the official first day of
winter, seems to lx- far off.
let me tell you, the harsh climale of (he chilly season has very
much arrived.
Cuddled up a few evenings
ago, in flannel pajama pants. I
realized it was time lor my pea
coat and thick Wool socks. My
roll neck sweaters and heavy
cardigans have begun to i all out
in the chilly morning
Besides the fact that this area
ol Ohio is entirely too cold, and

ignoring the predictions that this
winter is going to be a Minnesota

Iliis time of year has got to be
the best time for fashion.
Il doesn't take much to assure
that you don't look like you came
oft the set of "Largo".
Bulk is good, but you have to
show some shape.
Being that I don't really lend to
show skin, I prefer non-revealing
clothing. This is awkward during
those sticky Mid-West summers
where halter tops are the best.
Winter changes everything. Prom

colors to amount of apparel on
the body, the dark months can
be quile bright.
Ihe colors that winter weather
inspire ;uc wonderful. Rich
wines, butters, yellows, creams
and browns warm us up and
help combat winter blahs. And
lets not forget black. The most
slimming ol colors, black is both
sleek and classic while at the
..line time a great heat absorbei
llecce. That is all I have to
state and immediately I can feel
that warm, fuzzy fabric on my
skill.

like a furry little lamb, the
wonder of lleece is thai not only
does it keep you warm, it makes
you feel good too.
There is nothing like the look
of a durable I.Crew sweater.
Inexpensive no, sound investment- yes.
Strong winter wear is hard lo
find, so when you come across a
sturdy sale, go for it.
Some people convince themselves you need to suffer for fashion. If you want to look good you
deal with ihe cold.
That is so dumb. Tills is the
21 st century, man has made
many achievements in the world
of apparel.
So instead of moaning that it's
winter again, and it's loo cold to
go outside, get yourself some
bright colored clothing, pile on
'■ he nubby lleece and button up
the parkas.
I'm not suggesting that you
nin out and buy a crazy ski mask
or purchase a ton of entirely too
expensive sweaters, just realize
that winler can be fun. It can be

55

a time of snowball fights and hot
chocolate.
A way to altogether combat
die winter blues is to keep yourself comfortable and looking
good.
The outside always makes ii
better for the inside, especially if
you are warmer than that girl in
the light leather pants and short
sleeved shirt.
Some people will never learn.
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OHIO WEATHER
Wednesday, November 15
AccuWeathei forecast

ToMo

I<H

daytime conditions, low/high temperature!

Cleveland 32 Ml

2S 1*2

Youngstown
Mansfield

29 ;43

30/40

•

-'
<lap is one (it the < losrsl ,ind hinlt
quality establishments to huy win!>-i n*-.n II Gap is nol your style

.

Dayton 27 /4S

there are plenty ol slores in this

Columbus 29/45

area that may sun everyones taste

Cincinnati 26/48

WORD OF THE DAY

FRIGID
Pronounciation: fri-|od
Function: adjective
Etymology: latin; tngidus
Date: 1622
la: Intensity, cold b: lacking
warmth or ador
2: Lacking imaginative
qualities
alsoJhis campus is not as
cold as it seems, write tor
Page 3! And throw on a
warm sweater!!!

On Nov. 13 we ran a picture depicting a skateboarder during his Moment of Zen The caption underneath it read
"wouldn't it be funny if the skateboarder fell?" Well, a couple offended fellas sent this great shot of a real "zen"
moment: "Isn't It Funny When Reporters Get Their Butts
Kicked by Skateboarders?",Thanks, guys. Would any ot you
want to work for Page 3? We're being serious!

SAY WHAT?!?
Portsmouth

"I've been searching for
within my soul. I never
had a yearning quite

Sunny Pi Ckxidy

like this hefore-now

THINK YOU HAVE SOMETHING WORTH READING? DO YOU HAVE IDEAS THAT WOULD MAKE

here you are, walking
right through my door".

3 WANTS NEW WRITERS, CARTOONISTS AND

Showers

T-rtxms

Ham

Lenny Kravitz

Fair

Maiuve or Merlot

Medium

Plum or Burgundy

Olive

Raspberry or Cabernet

Dark

Cranberry or Bordeaux

Ice

Friday

Saturday

«

'*ep

Rain

Snow

©

HiRh:43*
law: 32"

High: 36*
Low: 30"

words into poetry.

Raisin or Port

Snow

Thursday

Musician, and man who turns

Light With Freckles

Flumes

THREE-DAY FORECAST

Mostly
Cloudy

Hlgh:3r
Low: 23"

DISCLAIMERS AND ALL THAT FUN STUFF:
Page 3 is an irreverent look at the current events and
issues surfacing out and about this great little world of
ours.
It is not in any way meant to be taken completely
serious or without a grain of salt.

THIS PAGE BETTER? IF SO LET US KNOW. PAGE
ANYONE ELSE THAT HAS SOMETHING INTERESTING TO SAY. EMAIL shefkie@bgnet.bgsu.edu

Cloudy

mAmotmKMm

WHAT'S YOUR MOST FLATERING SHADE OF
WINE? AND WE MEAN THE COLOR!
If Your SkinTone Is...
You'll Look Good In...

SO YOU THINK YOU'RE
CREATIVE?

28 47

O 2000 AccuWealher. inc

you-I heard you cry

With that in mind, the crossword answers are on the
web page!
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BBC World
News
Simpsons
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CBS Evening
Mm ■
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ABC World
News Tonight Tonight «
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msl i i
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Mad About
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What's Your Favorite
Ethnic Holiday Recipe?
Email it to the Obsidian by
November 19th at
TheObsidian2000@yahoo.com

|-:-'!^' ''
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P.O. DELIVERS MILITARY BALLOTS

OPINION

MIAMI (AP) — The U.S. Postal Service is hurrying military overseas ballots arriving in Florida through the
delivery process, getting them to the 67 county election
departments the same day they arrive in the country.
The postal service says it is trying especially hard to
assure the ballots arrive in the proper counties before
Friday's midnight deadline.
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Candidates should 'step back'
ALBUQUERQUE. N.M. - In
1927, boxers One Tunncy and
Jack Dempsey were involved in
what is now called "the long
count," when Demspsey
knocked down Tunney. but did
not go to a neutral corner. He
gave Tunney time to get up,
resume the fight and eventually
win the match.
A new "long count" has sur
faced, but this time it involves
presidential candidates, not box
ers. And both contenders could
lose tn ther bout for the presidency of (he United States if they're

not careful.
Lawsuits regarding the Florida
general election and the vote
counting are flying left and right,
but if the two main protagonists
— Al Gore and George W. Bush
— are to govern with any author
ity, they better take a step back
from the proceedings. The long
vote count occurring in Florida
may soon come to an end. perhaps by 5 p.m. Tuesday if the
state's secretary of state has her
way.
However, with lawsuits filed by
disgruntled voters, county offi

YOU DECIDE
Do you think the candidates
should stop wrangling over
Florida7 Let us know what
you think at bgnews@listptoc.bgsuedu

11.iK and the presidential candidates pending in slate or circuit
court, it could be days, or even
weeks, before (he naUon learns
(he final outcome of the presidential race. And who knows if it

will stop there? Already, rumblings of vote recounts in Iowa.
Oregon and Wisconsin are being
heard, and in New Mexico, ballots across (he state were
impounded
All the legal positioning and
repositioning could destroy wha(
looked (o be a fascinating examination of our electoral process.
The lawyers are also taking away
a wonderfully orchestrated election night that didn't end until...
well, it hasn't ended, yet.
It looks like Gote will win the
popular vote battle, wliile Bush

could win the Electoral College
war. We should be discussing the
merits of our system and
whether it should change.
Instead, we are inundated by
the court battles ensuing in
Florida. Early surveys show that
the public isn't worried about the
election situation, but if the lawsuits continue to fly and the vote
recounts mount, that sentiment
could change. Right now, the
eventual winner could still make
his presidency a productive one.
despite the partisan display that
will surely ensue in Congress at

the beginning of Gore's or Bush's
term. The public just wants a
winner declared.
It is in the candidates' best
interesl (o s(ay ou( of (he proceedings in Florida and lei (he
situation play itself out I( is the
hes( way (o eliminaie the cries of
tampering from both parties. It is
best to look presidential and
keep the people's faith in the sys
tern. It is also the right thing to
do. So Gore and Bush should go
to (heir respeciive neu(ral corners and wai( for a decision.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR PEOPLE ^.^^TT
Paper products
destroy the
nation's forests
Every day we are losing more
of our forests to the production of
paper products. Paper production is one of (he primary reasons
our forests are being clear-cut at
such a dizzying pace And many
oi these products office paper,
note pads. paper towels, napkins,
etc. — are ua?d once and then
tlirown away.
The pulp and paper industry is
the largest Industrial wood consumer in (he US and in (he
world Pulp mills in (he United
States i onsiime more (ban
12.000 square miles of forest each
year: almost half of all trees
logged are turned into paper, and
the percentage is increasing.
Currently, 90 percent of the
world's paper is manufactured
from wood pulp, but in the
United States less than 1 percent
of the total pulp produced is
manufactured from nonwood.
tree-free alternatives. In the U.S.,
our per capita paper usage tips
the scales at 735 pounds of paper
per year.
More than half of our paper in
the U.S. comes from Southern
forests, (he region containing the
greatest biodiversity in the continental U.S. Office paper also contains pulp made from old growth

trees — such as majestic 1,000year-old Douglas firs from the
Pacific Northwest, or Canada's
Great Bear Rainforest.
Paper comprises from 40 to 50
percent of (he trash in typical
landfills. Staples is the largest and
fastest growing office super store
in the world, with 1,100 stores
and locations in 48 states plus
Washington, DC. and the United
Kingdom, Canada, Germany,
Portugal and the Netherlands.
Staples' sale of paper is driving
the destruction of our endangered forests worldwide including in US National Forests, the
forests of the southeast, and old
growth forests in the Pacific
Northwest.
Staples is opening new stores
at an alarming rate: during 1999
Staples opened its 1,000th store
and in a single day opened 22
retail stores. As the number of
Staples stores increases so does
the number of forests
destroyed. Environmentalists
have been trying to persuade
Staples to stop selling old
growth for over a year. Staples
has refused.
It is critical that we demand
that Staples that stop destroying
forests. We are calling on Staples
to:
—Immediately phase out of
all wood and paper products
made from old growth fiber.
—Immediately phase out of
all wood and paper products
made from fiber from U.S. public lands.

HOu)t>V ^HBOCA] X 7Ui.r MXSHT Be
W**. HCUJ pte-iXoevT, Even THove*
/sioae. Ptort-e an rue- COUVTKX ftcroauy
l/oTCt> Fo*- MX OPPONBMT

—Set a target of 50 percent
post-consumer content for all
paper products and liegin an
immediate phase out of all prod
ucts that are 100 percent virgin
wood fiber
—Make available 100 percent
post-consumer paper and paper
that is made from agricultural
fiber in all stores or other points
of sale.
—Educate all employees, customers, and suppliers on the
benefits of recycled paper, recycling, the availability of alternative fibers, and the benefits of
healthy forest resources.
We need to act now. Experts
expect worldwide paper and
paperboard consumption will
increase 90 percent from 1993
levels by 2010
Rebecca Smith
smilbec'" rxjnei bgsu edu

What class would you
like to see offered at
the University?

BETH NUNGESSER
JUNIOR
VCT

"More advanced photography classes. Our
studios are shabby."

SUBMISSION POLICY
The BG News gladly prints Letters
to the Editor and Guest Columns.
Letters should be less than 300
words and Guest Columns can be
500 to 700 words. Name, phone
number and address should be
included for verification. All submissions may be edited for length
Personal attacks will not be printed. Send submissions to 210 West
Hall or arnmj@bgneLbgsu.edu
with subject line "letter to the editor" or "guest column"

CELESTE PROCTOR
FRESHMAN
UNDECIDED

"More classes that
involve hobbies that
would take the pressure off other classes."
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ON THE STREET

GINALYNN CLAUSEN
JUNIOR
PSYCHOLOGY
"How to turn women
on bv playing the
oagpipes.'
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JESSICA THEIS
JUNIOR
PSYCHOLOGY
"The Beatles as popular culture.
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Af ISSUE Can anyone gain from the post-election
dispute?

It has now been a week since
the presidential election was held
and we still do not know for sure
who our president-elect is We
are in the middle of the most
tumultuous elect ion in any of our
lifetimes Next to this, the NixonKennedy election of 1960 was a
slam-dunk
While there are many
unknowns surrounding this election, there are a few things that
we can be sure of First of all. on
Election Day in Florida more
votes were cast for George W.
Bush than for Al Gore Second,
the margin of victory for Bush
was nanow enough that it is possible that the absentees, however
unlikely, could change the outcome in that state. With both
Bush and Gore within 25 elcc
total votes of the presidency,
Florida will determine the next
president.
Unfortunately, partisan wran
gling has confused (lie issue.
Rather than wait on the absen
tees, the Gore campaign is promoting efforts (o have a new
election in Palm Beach County
because it feels some voters
could not figure out the uncom
plicated butterfly ballot. They
contend that the ballot was illegal
and therefore invalid This argu
ment not only holds no water,
but attempting to prolong the
election count is detrimental to
the country. Suing because
someone dislikes the results of an
election sets a dangerous prece
dent.
The ballot In question was
designed by a Democratic county
election official, published in the
newspaper and made public to
both political parties and campaigns, prior to it being accepted.
Per Florida law, if someone lias a
complaint with a ballot, it must
be made prior to the election, not
after someone is unhappy with
tlie final results.
Holding another election is
completely unfair. Voters are not
supposed to know the outcome
of an election before it happens,
and their previous decisions
would be swayed based on the
outcome of the national election.
Our next president would be
decided by the few in Palm
Beach, not by the nation.
By making this election a legal
battle, the vice president s campaign is casting a dark shadow
over the next administration,
whether it be Gore's or Bush's.
This is a dangerous thing to do in
this era where faith in government is at already-low levels. If
Gore continues down this path,
we will doubt the legitimacy of
the next Oval Office's occupant
for the next four years.
In all likelihood, the absentee

ANDREW
MERCY

U- Wire columnist
ballots will put Bush well over the
top. Even Bob Dole received a
clear 55 percent of those ballots
in 1996 By prolonging the conflict. Gore not only makes himself
out to be a sore loser, but also
casts doubt on his integrity. By
sending Gore campaign chair
man Bill Daley to Florida to do
what it takes to put Fkirida into
his column, Gore is demonstrat
ing his true intentions.
If there are any experts at steal
ing elections, they are the mem
hers of the Daley family, who ran
one of the inost corrupt political
machines in the nation out of
Chicago for tlie greater part of
the last century.
By demanding recount after
recount, the results not only
become less and less accurate,
but we start down the path of
calling for recounts in other
states that could domino all the
way to California. That would do
no good for either tlie nation or
the vice presidents political Interests.
Gore needs to calm down and
call off his attack dogs By allow
ing the results to come in and
accept his loss, Gore could set the
stage for a rematch in four years.
In 1960, then-Vice President
Richard Nixon kept his political
career alive after losing the election, and was elected president
eight years later. Despite having
his election stolen from him in
1960 - in large part by Daley's
father — Nixon did not want to
put the country through a long
and drawn-out legal battle or
constitutional crises. Say what
you will about Nixon and his later
mistakes: in that instance he
acted like a tnie statesman, the
type people would so desperately
like to see in the current vice
president.
Fighting tooth and nail will kill
any chance of a political comeback for Gore. While I don't see
that as a bad thing, in and of
itself, no one wants to see the
country continue to go through
this protracted legal battle for the
presidency. Especially when it is
generally accepted that the final
outcome will still remain the
same, and we will see George W.
Bush inaugurated on Jan. 20,
2001. The only way that might
not happen is if Daley proves
himself to be every bit of the
machinist" his father was.
Andrew Mercy writes for The
California Aggie at the University
of California Davis.
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Woman given death penalty for starving daughter
PITTSBURGH (AP) — A woman was sentenced to die
Iliesday for starving her 7-year-old daughter to death.
Michelle SueTharp, 31, was convicted of murder in the
death of Tausha Lee Lanham, who weighed less than
12 pounds when she died in 1998. The girl's body was
dumped along a West Virginia road.

NATION
$ On an American one-dollar
$ bill, there is an owl and a
5
spider hidden...
$
Can you find them???
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YOSEMITE: Protesters say the new plan to restore Yosemite National Park to a more natural state does
not go far enough to protect the park.

Environmentalists
protest Yosemite plan
By Brian Melley
ASSOCIATED PRISS

YOSEMiTE NATIONAL PARK,
(^alif. — Add the Sunday driver lo
the list of endangered species al
Yosemite.
Inlerior Secreiary Bruce Babbitt
Issued a $441 million plan
Tuesday to restore Yosemite to a
more natural state over the next
two decades by getting rid of
many parking spaces, cabins and
one of the most heavily used
roads running through Yosemite
Valley.
Tourists no longer will be able
lo park their cars at the base of
Yosemite Palls, North America's
tallest waterfall. Instead, many
will have to see Half Dome, P.I
Capitan and other sights from
shuttle buses running from three
outlying parking lots.
"My problem is not too many
people. It's loo many cars,"
Babbitt said.
'Die long-awaited plan, whose
pruetag ballooned nearly $100

million since the draft proposal
was released in March, is the
result of three decades of battles
over the future of one of the jewels
of the National Park system.
Ijivironmentalists who saw the
draft plan said it doesn't go far
enough to protect Yosemite, while
developers and others criticized it
for restricting access to a public
preserve.
fiabbitt said the plan strikes a
balance between the two sides.
"It's taken quite a long time
because Yosemite has a worldwide fan club," he said, "lor a ecu ■
nay people have been coming
here and forging relationships
with the park. This plan changes
the way people relate t o the park.
Most for the better."
About 30 sign-carrying protesters stood silently as babbitt s|x>kc
with the snow-dusted Half Dome
in tin- background. One sign said
"John Muir Would Be Crying,"
referring to the 19th-century nat-
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Come sign up today!

UNITS GOING FAST!

Campbell Hill Apartments

uralist and Sierra Club founder
whose writings first drew attention to Yosemite.
"He considered this sacred
ground,"
protester
Chris
Kantarjiev said. "The plan we've
seen is about more development,
more hotel rooms and more
diesel buses."
With nearly 4 million visitors a
year, Yosemite has lost some of its
serenity. A hike through die valley's meadows or along the scenic
Merced River is often accompanies by die sight and sound of cars
— some 7,000 of them on a typical
summer day.
The clash between man and
nature in Yosemite dales back
decades. The bowling alley, dance
hall and candy factory are gone,
but dorm-style employee housing, grocery stores, restaurants
and hotels remain.
The goal of the plan is to reduce
some of those amenities and relocate others so mat meadows will
return to their wild state and
study black oaks will survive.
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2 and 3 Bedrooms
All have A/C
V baths
Full basements

Columbia Court Apartments
(903, 907, 915, 921, 929, 935Thurstin)
• 3 Bedrooms/2 Baths
• Furnished
• Close to campus
Units #48-72 with A/C and fireplace

•
•
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Heinz Apartments
808, 818 N Enterprise, 424, 451 Frazee
• 3 Bedroom
• Furnished
• A/C & Fireplaces

Mercer Manor Apartments
One of BG's Newest Complexes
• 3 Bedroom/2 full Baths
• A/C, Fireplaces, and Microwaves

Greenbriar, Inc.

Hours:
Mon-Fn(9am-5 pm)
Saturday (•' am - 1 pm)

352-0717
224 E Wooster
Bowling Green. OH 43402
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Seniors
Want a Free
Spring Break Trip?
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Have your senior picture
taken and Carl Wolf
Studio will automatically
enter you in a drawing to
win a free trip to Cancun
on Spring Break!
Call 372-8643 to schedule
your sitting during the week
of Nov. 27-Dec. 1
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Country demands president step down

MANILA Philippines (AP) —Thousands of workers
and students staged a rally late Tuesday near the
palace of President Joseph Estrada, pressing their
demand that he step down without waiting for the outcome of an impeachment trial on corruption charges.
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A Wednesday Challenge...
What 8 letter word has kst in the
middle, in the beginning.
and at the end???
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RECORD: Ann Bancroft and Liv Arnesen are attempting to become the first women to ski unaided
accross Anarctica.

GREENBRIAR, INC.

352-0717
Stop in
for our
Fall 2001
Listings!
Check Out Our
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Featuring aenn items to
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wjwr* American Heritage Month.
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WELCOME LEADER!
Help New Students!
Have Fun!
Meet New People!
Polish you Leadership Skills!

Pick Up An Application NOW!
Office of Student Life
405 Saddlemire Student Services

Get Them While
They Last!
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Women try for skiing record
By Hike Cohen
ASSOCIAIED PRfSS

QUEEN
MAUD
LAND,
Antarctica — An American polar
adventurer and her Norwegian
partner snapped on their skis
Tuesday and pushed off across
the ice and snow of Antarctica to
try and become the first women
to ski across the world's coldest
continent
Before setting off on their threemonth journey, Ann Bancroft, 45,
of Scandia, Minn., and Liv
Arnesen, 47, of Oslo, made a satellite telephone call to their expedition's organizers to say they were
prepared to start.
People at this camp in Queen
Maud liind confirmed the pair
began skiing in clear weather
about 6 a.m.
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The two had hoped to begin
their 2,400 mile journey Nov. 1,
but were forced to wait 12 days in
South Africa until the Antarctic
weather cleared enough to let
their plane land.
On arriving Monday in
Antarctica, the two tested out
their equipment, took their sleds
loaded with gear and food for a
test run and declared themselves
ready for their 100-day journey in
which they will endure temperatures of minus 30 degrees and
winds of up to 100 mph.
"It feels good to back in the harness," Bancroft said as she
strained against the weight of the
sled. "If we get a good start, we'll
be real confident"
Bancroft and Arnesen intend to
ski and windsail 12 hours a day

and arrive at the South Pole by
Christmas, despite their delayed
start
If all goes according to plan,
they will travel from the South
Pole down to the McMurdo
Station on the Ross ice shelf,
where a boat will wait to take
them away.
Throughout the journey, the
two teachers plan to use hightech computer equipment to
relay their experiences to schoolchildren around the world via the
Internet
In 1994, Arnesen became the
first woman to ski alone and
unaided to the South Pole — a 50day journey. Bancroft was the first
woman to ski to both the North
Pole and the South Pole.

SXappa Qe/fa
wishes /o congratulate its
newly initiated members.

JeMMi Bums
C^rissir; Derosfca
s|wri Gift/and
AdrieMMe Harris
MeLwie Mewz
Emi(# Sergent
Stephanie s[wofc
Missy WifsoM
Sarah Zkk

Harshman Community Suite

Applications Due Nov. 17, 5:00pm
Questions? Contact Kevin Demain at 372-2843

SHARPEN YOUR
COMPETITIVE
EDGE WITH
AIR FORCE ROTC.
No matter what area
you've chosen for your college
major, you can enhance your competitive strengths now. Join Air Force
ROTC, and you'll begin the first steps toward
becoming an Air Force pilot, navigator, engineer,
manager - a range of different disciplines. Most important: your skills and managerial expertise will be built on
the solid foundations of leadership that are critical to
career success.
REGISTER NOW OR CALL CAPTAIN
BOB SCHOLL AT 372-2176, OR STOP BY
164 MEMORIAL HALL.

Leadership Excellence Starts Here

WORLD
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Photojournalist shot by Israeli Soldier
ByJocelynNovick
ASSOCIATED PRESS

JERUSALEM - The Israeli
army said Tuesday it is investigating anew the shooting of an
American free-lance photographer who was seriously wounded
while working in the West Bank
town of Bethlehem.
Yola Monakhov, who was on
assignment for The Associated
Press last Saturday, said an Israeli
soldier opened fire in her direction with a single live bullet.
The army said an initial probe
uncovered no shooting of a journalist that day but said it is looking into new details recounted by
Monakhov to AP as she recovered
from surgery,
Monakhov, 26, suffered serious
injuries to her bladder and other
organs as well as multiple fractures to her pelvis.
She underwent six hours of
surgery and still faces orthopedic
surgery and months of rehabilitation.
She is one of more than a dozen
journalists who have been
wounded while covering the violence that exploded six weeks ago
between Israelis and Palestinians,

according to the New York-based
Committee to Protect loumalists.
Speaking from her bed at
Jerusalem's Hadassah Hospital,
Monakhov said she had gone to
look around the streets surrounding Rachel's Tomb, a Jewish religious site and frequent flashpoint
of violence on the main road into
Bethlehem.
At about 2 p.m., she walked
past a group of soldiers as she
made her way to talk to about IS
Palestinian youths who were
breaking up stones to use in their
slingshots.
A half-hour later, all but five had
left. From her vantage point, no
soldiers were in view, she said.
Suddenly, the youths shouted
"Run!" and scattered.
A soldier had appeared from
around the comer, "and he had
his gun aimed at us," Monakhov
.said.
"I guess the smart thing would
have been to get down on the
ground or something, but my
instinct was to run, too," she said.
She followed one of the boys to
a closed blue gate, to hide in its
shallow recess.

"But my backpack was on so I
couldn't push myself all the way
back," she said. "There was
maybe one youth pressed in the
doorway with me."
She said the soldier aimed at
the doorway from about 50 yards
away and fired.
"I was waiting for the shot. And
a second later I collapsed. It was
me," she said.
She started yelling and, she
said, "the next thing I knew, I was
on a stretcher."
The bullet was lodged in her
lower abdomen, and remains
there, because doctors determined it wasn't safe to remove it.
Dr. Avi Rivkind, chief surgeon at
Hadassah, said it was definitely a
live bullet, not a rubber one.
The army said it does not fire
live ammunition unless troops
are under immediate physical
threat, and then fires only at the
legs, unless the only way to stop a
person is by shooting to kill.
Intx.tr Odah, 53, a Palestinian
resident of Bethlehem, said she
was watching the scene from a
chair in front of her house near
the comer where the Israeli sol-

dier entered.
She said she saw Monakhov
taking pictures of the youths.
"Then I saw some troops come
to the comer. One soldier came
around and fired one shot only.
The journalist fell down, and
started screaming."
She added that a few youths
had tried to throw stones at the
soldiers when they saw them.
In its first response Saturday,
the army said there had been
"heavy clashes" that day in the
area of Rachel's Tomb, and that
soldiers had fired rubber bullets
and one live bullet at a Palestinian
who was directly threatening the
troops
That shot "very accurately" hit a
Palestinian in the leg, said Yarden
Vatikay, the army spokesman.
Monakhov and a few other
journalists in the area, however,
insist that there was no evidence
of heavy clashes that day.
Now, the army is looking into
the matter again, Vatikay said,
adding that "we do not fire at journalists. Whatever happened, it
wasnt deliberate."

Associated Press Photo

SHOOTING: A Palestian paramedic attends to Yola Monakhov, a
freelance photographer on assignment for The Associated Press. She
was shot in the abdomen while taking pictures in the city of
Bethlehem.

Why do University of Toledo Students major in
Communication? So they can learn the

proper way to say, would you like fries with that?
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A LITTLE RIDDLE...
WE ALL HAVE THIS; IT
FOREVER GOES VPt YET
NEVER GOES DOWN.
WHAT IS IT?

HOST VAKTE1

The following people are wanted - to pick up their 2000 yearbook.
Come to the Key's office 28 West Hall (Basement) Mon-Thur. 1-4 p.m.
Jessica Staggs
Kimberly Steimkc

Katie Abdulovic

Rhea Comito

Tnsha Matecheck

Catnna Perez

R>an I) Cook
Kara T Coombs

Garrctt Gabel
Megan Ganger
Amy Gardner

Sarah Jordan

Josh Acres
Jason Adams
Alumni Office

Jennifer Junk
Mclanic Kahoy

Cheryl Mathcws

UWfk Andct

Courtney Cooper
Jennifer Cope

Kimberly (iarvin
Gregory Gaver

Shcny Kahle
Franklin Kaiser

Bnan Mavis
Tcrcse McCloskcy
Steven McCrodden

Brandon Peters
Jason Pctnsh
Nicolcttc Pctrisko
Cindy Phelps

Jason Stem
Brad Stevens

Shannon Andcrvon
s.ii.i Andrews
M.nuK Army

Chanty Cordrcy
Todd Croslcy
Matthew Crousc

Kelly Gcisl
Tiffany Gephart

Troy Stiles

Catherine Arnold

Kurt Cruse
Krishna Csas/ar

John Atamancc
Melanic Augustin
Leslie Axe
Alicyn Baker
MISII R Baker
Brooke Baldwin
Kyle Bales
Andrew Balow
Kelly Bamc
Margaret BarbourFire lands
Eric H.inu n
Chris Barren
Ann Basingcr
Roben Basscil
Hcalhcr Rac Bales
Eric Baughman

Kelly KaufTman
Alan Kcbcrdlc

James McDonald II
Christopher McFann

William Phillips
Mollce Plllcnger

Deana Gerbrick
Amy Gibbs

Laura Keller
Rcnee Kcmcrcr

Angele McGoff
Andy McGrath

Katie Player
Add) Pogany

Alan Gilhouscn

Phillip Kennedy
Sandra Kennedy

Megan McKirahan
Jim McManus

Marcos Popovich

Heather Suchy
Sara Sweanngen

Daniel Keros
Tom Kiemer

Michael McNerney

Allyson Poskocil
Allison Post

Tiffani Swcigart
John Sykcs

Amy Mead
Melissa Meehan

Danielle Price
Thorn Price

Robert Szorady
William Talhtsch

Mike Kim
Christian King
Matthew King

Jenny Meister
Erin Mejcur

Adam Rcardon
Mandy Rcis

Brian Tamargo
I ..mi en Taylor

Jennifer Meyer

Adam Gosncll
Kevin Gregory

Phil King

Justin Rhoades
Jamie Rice

Ryan Taylor
Sally Taylor

Alyssa Kinncrslcy

Leslie Meyer
Rebecca Meyers

Allen Rickard

Zachary Tclford

Dustin Dcvancs
Development Office

Kelly Grubola
Ann-Mane Gubbcls
Allison Gucnra

Nick Kinzie
Sarah Kipp

Candicc Micklas
Andy Miller

Amanda Temple
Ryan Temple

Karoly Kis

Thomas Dioguardi
Morgan Dixon

Eric Gullufscn
Sara Gunlcr

Jill Kloczynsk.
Heather Koryck

Francinc Miller
Michael G Miller

Staccy Rieck
Trisha Riggs
Katie Risaliti

Chris Dohcrty
Knstopher Downing

Jill Haar

Marjori Krebs
Susan Krucger

Stcfanic Cuny
Megan Culchcr
Christina D'Agostino
Adam Daily
Brandon Daniels
Holly Davi,
Daniel Dean
Amy Deiugach
Ryan DcMarco
Tamara DeSta/io

Stephanie Bayherry
Juice Kayc Basils.

Jim Dress man
Kirby Dnpps

Michael Beals

Staccy Dulworth
Jennifer Duncan

Bridge! Bell
Michael lieNitu
Tonya Bennett
Shannon Bernard
Nicole Bcnrand
Chris Bichl
Megan Bielecki
Christina Bier

Michelle Dupont
Kimberly Dupps
Anthony Eastcrlin
Jennifer Eastcrlin
Amber Edds
Jcnncllc Ehrman
Nicholas Elrod

Shelly Binzel
Bryan Bird
Jill Boginski

Carey Elsass
Eric Elsass
Wendy Eppard

Jonathan Bohlcy

Amber Marie ElwcJI
Jared Erickson

Edwin Bonham
Hillary Bonner

Justin Esarey

Paul Bosseri
Kristin Bouchcrlc

Sarah Ewald
Joey Eynon

Kelli Bowdilch

Doug Fabian
Justin Farmer

Mclanic Bracknc>
Ashley Bradford
Jeff Brailhwaite
Jason Brasure
Brad li'iin ■
Anthony Broad-Crawford
Christopher Brooks
Michael Brooks
Con Brown
Richard Bruchac
David A Brunow
Allison Burklc
Kimberly Burdick
Chris Butcher
Stephanie Buttermorc
Katrina Cade
Shannon Campbell
Andrea Cappelletti
Julie Carle -Rcs/Dev
Amanda Caskcy
Larry Cassano
Nancy Caswell
Melissa Cavanaugh

Christine Stemman

Thomas Fawcctl
Jilhon Fcinaucr-Stark
Julie Field
Anthony Finley
Sara Firesune
Michael Garrelt Fisher
Michael Fisher -faculty
I ill aim- Flanary

Tracy Glcixncr
Mary Gobcr
David Gold
Thomas Gongwcr
Lauren Gonyon
Emily Goodwin
Brad Gordon

Rochcllc Haaser
Jessie Hachcn

John Kim

Jen Kunkcl
Kirsten Kunklc

Russell Miller
Steve Miller

Dave Robers
Amanda Roberts

Christina Mink
Catherine Misamore

Audrey Roesch
Nathanael Roesch

Carrie Thompson
Virginia Thompson
Stephanie Thornton

Clinton Laforcst

Jamie Lee Mitchell
Patrick Mitchell

Anne Romey
Matt Roscoc

Heather Thus
Elizabeth Tognetti

Dan LaJoe
Deanna Lance

Paul MiLsdarfcr
Andrew Mizsak

Gregory Rose
Arthur Ross

Christopher Trill
Noah Turner

Elizabeth Harlow

Eileen Langford
Sarah I-antz

Michelle Moffett
Brooke Mohajer

Jeffrey Russell
Catherine Ruttan

Pccrapong Laoprapassom

Katie Molcr

Ambei Laiason

Nikki MonroeAmy Moore
Mindy Moialschck

Manka Ruzich
Cory Ryan

Tyler Ham man
Kevin Harrison
Chase Hanman
Randy Has ton
Michael Heams
Andrea Heiden
Erin Hemswonh
Crystal Rae Hcndricks
Melissa Hcndricks
Christine Hcnslcy
Luke Herbert

Jessica Large
Nathan Laut/enhciscr
Matthew Laux
Tonya l-awrcncc

Heather Morley
Gillian Morris

Joshua Lcasurc
Victoria Lee

Tessa Moms
Justin Morrison

Rob Lccsc
Kristen Lcimbach

Theresa Morrow
Amy Mullican

Mariah Hiebel

Amanda Lenk

Jarrod HirschfekJ
Matthew Hirt

Matt Lcnzcr

Shawn Murphy
Brian Munay

Veronica Lcvcronc

Craig Murray

Daniel G. Hiscox
Andrea Hoag

Jessica Levy
Josh Levy
Jennifer Lcwandowski

Angic Myatl
Justin Mylek

Jessica Hoeffer
Kurt Hofman
Christ in Hogan
Mark Hohmann

Sharon Lcwandowski
Robert Licaia
Kclsey Lindscy

Brad Neely
Danielle Neff
Julie Nctchcr
LaShcllc New land
Kapinga Yjette Ngandu
Shannon Nicholson
Brad Nigh

Paul Lopez

Michelle Noriega

Abigail Horslman
Larry Hosty

Brandon Loughry
Michelle Love

Drew Null
Beth Nungesser

Robert Lucas

Karen Oates

Anthony Forgionc

Laura Hughes
Paul Hughes

Brian Lunsford

Jasmine Forrester
Lisa Forsyihe

Randt Hughes
Lauren Hunter

Laura Lutlrel
Jeff Lyman

Came Obcnaucr
Dustyn Oler

Jonathan Fortman
Kevin Foust

Katie Huxel
Rachel Hyman

Valena Lynch
Meghan Lyons

Kim Franccsangclo
Susan Fiania

Jeffrey Hyslip
Kristin Ireland

Robcn Frankowiah
Dcnisc Franks

Amanda Izuka
Juice Jackson
Mary Jackson

Elizabeth Flcilz
William Flower
Colleen Foley

Kathleen Terry
Peggy Thomas
Stephen Thomas

Heather Hardcsty
Michael Hare

Janet Hall
Kristi Hamnck

Robcn Littcll
J Lcbuu Littler
Richard Long

Meghan Planner)

Nicholas Rizzardi

Katie Stump
Lesley Sturgeon

Cyndi Holderman
Allison Holko
Honors Program
Jeffrey Honba

Zachary Olson
Mansa Ortiz

Lyncttc Sajncr
Cheryl Sampson
Nicholetlc Sams
Sarita Sankey
Jennifer Sapi
Tome Saundcrs
Jonathan Schaffner
Carl Schanz
Stacy Schapira
lessiea Sehlaich
Tonya Schmidt
Rebecca Schnctzcr
MichcBc Schuler
Knsty Schuster
Jason Schwaderer
Mclja Scihcrt
Jeffrey Sharp
Nicholas Sh.isks

Anne Tutllc
TimTutllc
Carey L'rbancich
Jason VanDam
Tiffany VanDoros
I )u Jin Adam Van
Duzen
Nathan VanNuys
Amy Vasqucz
Lonnie Vclliqucttc
Frank Veres
Anthony Volpc
Pam Vonderhaar
Andrew Voth
Matthew Walton
Timothy Walton
Samantha Warner
Brooke Warnick
Cody Warren
Sarah Wayne
Krissina Wells

Kim Shields

Katie Wendt
Meghan West

Valeric Shields
Crystal Short

Aaron White
Brooke Whitner

Michael Shugrue
Alison Sickman
Erin Sidon

Curtis Whiltakei
Sarah Whil worth

Kristin Sillasen
Mclanic Silva
Linda Silvennan

Mackenzie Williams
Pamela Williamson
James Wilhngham

Kevin Simmons
Kierstyn Slincy

Adam Wilmot
Richard Wilmot

Phillip Machi

William Ostrowski
Tnsha Ott

Tail Machuca
Scan Mackemull

Jennifer Page
Susan Palmer

Bnan Small
Scott Smalllcy
Caroline Smith

Come Madden
Krisicl Madison

Mike Palmi'-ano
Andrew Panaga

Erin Smith
Kelly B Smith

Steve Jacobs
Heather James

Tiffany Mahan
Ann M Mahcr

Rflbecci Pappcn
Justin Paquel

Emity Snell
Kevin Sn\ del

Lisa Chiapcua
David Chi I son

Michelle Frantz
Leslie Frederick
Jeremy Freed

Rah'Shccn Clay
Jessica Clifford

Sarah Elizabeth Frey
Leah Fricano

Christina Jan
Andrew Jensen

Josh Maier
Erin Markland

Nicole PaulosXi
Steve Pawik

Daniel Solonton
Amber South

Kane Cochrane
John Cochrane

Nick Froslear
Brandon Gabel

Brett Johnson
Jessie Johnson

Jody Marshall
Robert Masterson

Dcnielle Pcralia
Nathan Perc

Christine Spikcr
Richcllc Springer

Miehclle Wick

Brenda Wilson
Justin Wingct
Christina Wittenbrink
Jarcd Wolf
Melissa Woodard
Cameron Wright
Julie Yeagle
Jessica Yorks
•\ I ma Young
Ryan Zangrilli
Jennifer Zeiwick
Geoff Ziegler

.
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FOOTBALL: ROSE BOWL PICTURE CLEARS UP THIS WEEKEND. TOMMOROW

SPORTS
BRIEFING
BG signs three prospects

WEDNESDAY

Bowling Green Stale University
head hockey coach Buddy Powers
announced yesterday the signing of
three student-athletes to a National
Letter of Intent for the 2001 season.
Taylor Christie, a defenseman
with the Thornhill Rattlers. Matt
Lynn, a blueliner from the
Wellington Dukes and Jordan
Sigalet, a goaltender

November 15,
2000
BOWING GRf EN STATE UNIVERSITY

Season of success

ERIK
CASSANO
Staff Writer
"Papa Cass"

Baseball
aligns
along party
lines
As the 2000 presidential race
draws to a close, the 2000 baseball free-agent signing period
started up. Few people realize
that America's political parties
and its national pastime have
much in common. Like competing platforms, baseball has developed a rift within itself, and a
conservative-liberal, big govern
ment-small government tug of
war is at its center.
Thirty years ago, baseball was
like almost any other labor industry. Its conflicts were centered
around employee-employer relations. Then, in 1975, free agency
was put into effect. Who controlled the money shifted from
the owners to the players, as owners started to try and out bid each
other for the top talent. While
most of the post-free agency
labor stoppages still centered
around the collusive effort of
owners to control players'
salaries, the growing rift is
between big and small-market
teams, and their ideals are clearly
drawn along many of the same
principles that Al Gore and
George W. Bush tried to use to
win the While House
The big-market learns ix-have
like Republicans They have (he
money to sign whoever they can
f Mice, feel they've earned it fair
and square, and don't want to
nave the commissioner's office
{tying to lop off any portion of
their profits to aid the competitive ability of small-market teams
with revenue sharing or a luxury
tax. Their philosophy is that
learns mostly make their own
way with either good or bad decision making in the scouting, sign trig, and cultivating of talent.
• The small market
teams
behave like Democrats. They
want to see the Commissioner's
office intervene more to equalize
the money discrepancy They feel
that the Kansas City Royals, for
{■xample. should not be at a disadvantage because both New
York teams play in the media capital of the world, where the airwaves nin green with money
I This off season stands to tilt
baseball more in favor of bigmarket teams more than any in
history. With big-name players
such as Alex Rodriguez. Manny
Ramirez, and Mike Mussina
ready to set new precedent with
deals that could go as high as
$200 million, no small-market
team can even fathom that.
While New York bids to have
Rodriguez and Ramirez playing
within its borders next year, the
Royals must in all likelihood trade
next year's free agent to-be outfielder Johnny Damon, because
Ihcy won't I*' able to afford his
contract demands.
. Some have accused former
Milwaukee Brewers owner and
small-market
sympathizing
Commissioner Bud Selig of being
a baseball socialist", and of trying to bring all teams down to the
level of the Brewers.
» However, here is a question
jvorth posing: is better for baseball to have one dynasty, one flag
ship team, to market, such as the
Yankees, or is it better to have
Jiarity and foster endearment of
ans to the hometown team?
* Onopeningday2001.baseball.
;i sport already suffering popularity problems as its laid-back pace
is becoming viewed as slow and
Coring by many in the Internet
veneration, the next generation
pf fans who must keep the game
•going, already know that twoJthirds of its jeams with have virtually no chance at the postsea-

aorv

DerekPfcCord
SUM WRITER
The Bowling Green men's
soccer season wasn't looking so
good seven games in, but one of
their goals all season was to play
their best at the end. and they
did.
The Falcons would turn
around that 2-5 record seven
matches in the season to a 9-8-1
overall record and a MidAmerican Conference Regular
season Championship only to
lose in the conference tournament final.
The season started for the
Falcons
at
the
Diadora
Challenge in Omaha against
two top 25 ranked opponents in
Southwest Missouri State and
Creigton. Both matches ended
in 2-1 losses including their next
one against Wisconsin-Green
Bay.
The team would go on a two
game winning streak with wins
over Wisconsin-Milwaukee (31) and Detroit-Mercy (2 1)
before losing again, this time al
Dayton (1-3).
The weekend of Sept. 23 saw
the Falcons finally getting to
play at home while they hosted
their annual BGSU Diadora
Classic that put the Falcons
against Ohio State. Vandcrbill
and Oakland.
The match against Ohio Stale
was canceled due lo a lighting
storm, so the nexl day (he
Falcons played Vanderbilt The
Commodores gave the Falcons
I heir fifth loss oft he season after

CLEVELAND — As long as
Manny Ramirez is testing the free
agent market, the Cleveland
Indians have a hole in right field.
On Tuesday, they began looking
for someone to fill it
Ellis Burks, who batted .344 for
San Francisco lasl season, visited
with Indians owner Larry Dolan
and general manager John Hart,
and toured Jacobs Field.
"They gave me Ihe red carpet
treatment." Burks said. "I lcx>k a
lour of ihe ballpark and then I
met the owner Aixi then tlroy
told me to get out of the room '
The Indians began aggressively
pursuing free agents on Monday
when they withdrew their seven
year, $119 million ofTer to re-sign
Ramirez They have also contact
ed the agent for Tony Gwynn
IMrlrtmkut* BGNews

LY0N-HEART: Midfielder Malt Lyons centers the ball toward the Kentucky goal
seven matches with a 2 I win.
"We started the season with
one of ihe top five schedules of
our region," BG coach Mel
Mahler said. We knew going in
thai we were going to be tested
early on and it usually takes
about a month for the players to
settle inlo their roles and for the
coaches to sort out how we

want to play"
Then came the shutouts.
Freshman goalkeeper Dave
IV(.i.iff won the starting job
after redshirt freshman Mike
Began suffered an eye injury on
the trip lo Omaha DeGraffkept
his team in matches before by
giving up only a handful of
goals, but really started to show

his form against Michigan
"Through
our
recruiting
process we knew that Dave had
the tools to play al this level
even as a freshman, but you
never know until they get here,"
Mahler said "Dave cartie in an
played well right from the start
SOCCER, PAGE 9
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Spikers' eyes set on title
The Bowling Green volleyball
team should demand a recount.
At ihe beginning of the season, the Falcons were picked in
preseason polls to finish fourth
in
the
Mid American
Conference Eastern Division
Now BG is only one MAC win
away from earning the Eastern
Conference regular season
championship.
T think the reason they
picked us fourth overall was
because we lost four starters."
BG coach Denise Van De Walle
said. "I didn't necessarily think
that we would be picked fourth
in our division. It's always easier
to be picked lower though and
prove everyone wrong and
make a big surge to the top."
The Falcons have two regular
season matches left before tour-

i
u***,

By Tom Withers
»P SP0RIS "RIHR

BLOCK BUSTERS: Senior Krista Davis (top) and sophomore Kristin Gamby reject an opponent's attempt in a recent game.

ByNickHurm
«5SISI»NI SP0R1S t 01TOR

MM

Burks
pays visit
to dealing
Indians

nament play.
Tonight
BG
travels
to
Cleveland State in its last nonconference matcli of Ihe season.
The match has no relevance in
seeding
for
Ihe
MAC
Tournament, but a win will
establish the Falcons second
consecutive 20-win season
since the 1992 and 93 campaigns. It was in '92 that BG last
won a MAC tide. Van De Walle
said thai the winning feeling of
the early 90s has come back to
the team.
"I have felt that way at times
this season when we were aide
to rack up consecutive wins."
Van De Walle said. "That's what
we were doing back then. We
would win lOstraight, get a loss.
then go on another winning
streak."
The Falcons have won nine of
its last 10 meetings against.

Cleveland State, including a
four- game win last season at
Anderson Arena. The Viking are
12-15 overall, including a conference mark of 1 -11.
Tin really glad we play
Cleveland State," Van De Walle
said. "It gives us something to
shoot for mid-week |to win 20
games!"
While BG is preparing for the
Vikings, their minds must be
wandering to the game ahead
against Buffalo and earning the
MAC Eastern Division title. The
chance looks bright for the
Falcons. BC has never lost to
Buffalo since they joined the
MAC in 1998.
The Bulls are currently riding
a 17 game losing streak and are
still searching for their first MAC
win of the season. They are 0-17
in conference play.

Playoff picture
The playoff picture is looking
bright for the Falcons A win
against Buffalo will guarantee
the team a MAC quarterfinal
match at home Even better for
BG is the opportunity for Ihe
team to be seeded as high as
third if Northern Illinois loses
one of its last two matches.
Even if the Falcons lose to
Buffalo, they still could wrap up
an Eastern Division co-championship with Ohio if the Bobcats
lose lo Marshall.
Falcons honored again
II lias become almost expected for the Falcons to pick up
one. if not both of the MAC
Player of the Week hondrs. In six
of the first 11 weeks, a Bfi player
has won an award.
\
This week BG earned a clean
WALL. PAGE 9

Ramirezs agent. Jeff Moorad.
has met with two unidentified
learns Ihe past two days at his
offii 89 in New|X)rt Beach, Calif.
The 36 year old Burks is
expected to meet with the Texas
Rangers laler in the week. On
Monday, his agent. Jim Turner,
talked with the Colorado Rockies
after breaking off negotiations
with the Giants.
The Rockies appear to be the
franlrunner to sign Burks, who is
reportedly seeking a three year
contract He has kept his offsea
son home in Englewood. Colo.,
since playing with the Rockies
from 1994-98. and said he woukl
love lo play so close to home
Burks also Itas been contacted
by Ihe Boston Red Sox and tlx'
New York Yankees
"I actually had norlue who was
Interested in me," Burks said I
did know a lot of AL teams
showed interest I'm not sur
prised and I'm pretty happy
Cleveland approached me."
Hart said his firsl priority was
lo sign "bats." and that Burks
would be a nice fit in Cleveland's
potent lineup
Burks had 24 homers and 96
RBLs last season. If he is signed bv
the Indians, he could play right ot
be used as a designated hitler
The 14 year veteran, who has
also played for Boston and the
Chicago While Sox, has never
been in a World Series.
"I would like to come to a win
ning organization and become
part of that Ot toberfest." he said
"I want lo gel lo dial ultimate
goal."
Burks lias been plagued by bad
knees throughout his career, and
said the chance to DH is appeal
ing.
"Playing in the NL has lx>en
great for me." he said It revived
my career. But the possibility of
being a DH looks good. I can't get
up every day like I want lo. only
about 120-125 games in Ihe NL
Bui (lie DH gives me a chanre for
a lot more here."
Burks had his best season in
1996 wilh the Rockies, hilling
.344 with 40 homers and 128
RBIs. He also scored 142 runs and
had 32 steals.

Assocnled Press Photo

ALL ABOUT THE MANNY:
Indians slugger Manny Ramirez
may lose his place to Ellis Burks.

SPORTS
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Spikers honored
VBAU, FROM PAGE 8
sweep of both categories as
senior right side hitter JoAnna
Papageorgion won on the
Offensive Player of the Week,
while
middle-hitter
Caty
Rommeck earned the Defensive
Player of the Week.
Papageorgiou
lead
the
Falcons in kills in two of the
three matches last weekend.
She hit an average of 402 and
4.36 kills per game. She missed a

triple-double (double digits in
kills, digs and blocks) by one kill
against Miami and a single
block against Ohio.
Rommeck set a school record
by picking up a conference
award for the fifth time this season. She won the Defensive
Player of I he Week Award for the
fourth time this season after a
career high 12 blocks against
Miami. During the weekend she
averaged 1.90 blocks per game
along with 2.90 digs per game.

BG coach proud
Akron. Marshall and Kentucky
for first place in the conference.
and established himself as the With the Falcoas having the best
number one keeper. His indi- head-to-head record they were
vidual success led to our teams given the regular season title
success.''
and a first round bye in the conThe Sept. 28, 2-0 win against
ference tournament
Michigan gave the freshman his
"When Oclober hit we started
first collegiate shutout. Despite to make progress toward lhat
a conference opening 1-0 loss
goal which is when we started
on the road against Northern
playing our best soccer," Mahler
Illinois, DeGraff and the Falcons
said. "Once you get into your
would roll off two more
14th or 15th game guys start
shutouts
against
Wester*.
clicking more I feel dial it's not
Michigan (2-0) and Marshall (1
0). DeCraff's shutout streak of about the overall record it's
about us being successful and
two games would lx* interruptto
the
MAC
ed by a 2-1 victory over local getting
Championship and thai was
non conference rival Oakland
Then came the first game our goal"
The Falcons knocked off
against Kentucky. The match
Buffalo in the semi -finals to host
would prove to !)e very physical
with Zac Olson breaking his leg the tournament championship
in the first half due to a hard at home against Kentucky on
tackle
The Falcons had a Nov. 12 The final against
chance to win the match in the Kentucky was marred by anoth
last minute of regulation when er missed penalty kick, this time
srnitii Mad Lyons was given a by Adam F.rhard, which would
penalty kirk Lyons would miss have tied the match. The final
second ticked by with the scorethe chance and t he game would
later lx> won by Wildcat Tyler board reading Kentucky 1,
Cook In llie first extra sevsion.
BGSU0,
The teams would gel a rematch
"I am pleased with the supSOCCER, fROM PAGE 8

later in the season

that we got especially from
the crowd last Sunday. Mahler
s.ii.1 It was a great day even
though we lost, we showcased
some great SOCOB1 thai day and
it was a good feeling to see all of
the sopixitl for oui program by
IKHI

The season was closed out
with victories over Buffalo (3-0)
and Akron (2 1). and a tie with
Michigan State (11) With the
Winovei Akron the Falcons were
placed into a foui way lie with
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Travel
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Amnesty International
stages a mock execution!!
TODAY 7 - S PM
Harthman Community Suite
?'s, email: aibgsu©yahoo.com

Sound System Rental
Let WFAL DJ your next

Kwanzaa Celebration! Dec. 8th 68:30pm. Perry Field House. Tickets
on sale. CM&AI 424 Saddlemire
Bldg Students $5, others $8. includes soul food buffet! Call 3722642 for more info.

ON
CAMPUS.

WALLY PLEASANT 0 Easy Street
Sat Nov. 18th 10pm - 2am
18 and over S3. 21 and over $1
FREE PRIZES & GIVEAWAYS
wfal1610anvcable7/wfal.org

Lost/Found

COMPUTER ART

FABRIC
DRAWING
AND MORE....

1-800-426-7710
SPRING BREAK JAMAICA Irom
$419 MEXICAN CRUISE from $499
plus Bahamas. ReggaeJAM Tours
free info. 800 "U" REGGAE (9-6 live:
24/7 recorded) reggae-jam com
jammon@gte.net.

Services Offered

City Events

GRAPHIC DESIGN

SPRING BREAK 2001
Jamaica, Cancun, Florida,
Barbados, Bahamas. Now hiring
campus reps. Earn 2 free trips
Free meals...book by Nov. 3r<. Call
for FREE info pack or visit on-line
sunsplashtours.com

Campus Evtnts

MUSEUM

MAIN GLASS
GLASS BlOWING
PAINTING
SCULPTURE
PHOTOGRAPHY

K A Lit Mel KA
Congrats on Initiation!
Welcome to the family!
KA Love-Your Big KA
KKI ' KKI" KKfKKr
Congratulations to our sisters of

GO DIRECT' Internet-based company ottering WHOLESALE Spnng
Break packages! Call 1 -800-3671252 or www.spnngbreakdirect.com.

Lost-Little blue velvet bag full of
make up & very important iewelry If
lound, please call 372-6779

Travel
• 111 Early Specials! Spring Break
Bahamas Parly Cruise! 5 Days
$279! Includes Meals, Parties! Awesome Beaches, Nightlife1 Departs
Florida! Get Group - Go Free!!
spnngbreaktravel com
1-800-678-6386
• 111 Spring Break Specials! Cancun & Jamaica $389! Air, Hotel,
Free Meals. Dnnks! Award Winning
Company1 Get Group - Go Free!
Florida Vacations $129'
springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386

event or party! $50Vhr.
Call 372-8658
wf all 610«m/cable7/wfal.org

Personals
Scholarship Opportunities 'or
freshmen and sophomores Enroll in
Army ROTC and compete for 2-43year awards which cover tuition.
books & fees. «S2007mo for expenses Call for details: 372-2476
AHXAI-WHKAMNOIIHS.YHTZ
ATTENTION GREEKS
We have Greek letters
for your personal ads!
$1 per line of Greek letters
Stop in @ 204 West Hall to
place your ad.
ABXAI-:«M 11 KAMNOf IBIYSW
A* A* A* A*
Congratulations to Sarah Hamlin on
your lavalienng to Sigma Chi Mark
Johnston We love you guys' Love.

your roomies.
Att A» A» AO
Come Join the Brothers
ot Delia Chi for an open house
When Thurs Nov 16, 7-9pm
Where: The Delta Chi House
GET INVOLVED JN INTRAMURALSM INTRAMURAL ADVISORY
BOARD
APPLICATIONS
FOR
SPRING 2001 ARE BEING ACCEPTED THROUGH NOV. 27.
APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE
IN 130 PERRY FIELD HOUSE. INTERVIEWS ARE LIMITED. ON A
FIRST COME, FIRST SERVE BASIS AND WILL BE HELD NOV 2930.
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
MEN'S & WOMEN'S 3-PLAYER
BASKETBALL-NOV 15; M.W
TRACK 8 FIELONOV. 29

the week:
Tayanna Giarman
Missy Haire
Belh Koch
Thank you for a wonderful
parents night!
KKI •KKfKKfKKf
KKC KKfKKI"' KKI"
Congratulations Kappas! Great job
with Dryel-over 500 items of clothing
donated and $1000 won!
KKf KKfKKfKKr
MLK Scholarship Award
Open to full-time undergraduate
BGSU students with 3.0 or better
college GPA Deadline: Friday, December 1 Applications are available
at the Center for Multicullural and
Academic Initiatives, 424 Saddlemire Student Services Building and
Student Financial Aid Offices on the
Main and Firelands Campuses.
Pregnant' Get Tested.
Confidential, professional service.
354-4673 BGPC
Share your favonte holiday ethnic
recipe with the Obsidian E-mail it to
TheObsidian2000@yahoo.com by
Nov. 19th. Recipes will be printed in
the Dec 71b edition
___^_
SPRING 2001 PRACTICUM OPPORTUNITIES IN THE INTRAMURAL OFFICE FOR RECREATION
AND SPORT MANAGEMENT MA- JORS. APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
IN 130 PERRY FIELD HOUSE AND
DUE NOV. 28 INTERVIEWS WILL
BE HELD DEC 4-5
Unlimited tanning until Christmas

$30
352-7889. Campus Tanning.

Wanted
1 December graduation ticket needed, will pay Call Lia @ 354-8408
1 female subleaser needed from
Dec. 2000-May 2001. $193/month .
utilities Call 353-9390 lor details.
1 ticket for graduation.
Will Pay
Please call Casey - 2-5612
4 subleasers needed
Spnng semester
Hillsdale Aprs

Call 353-9440
Faculty member, resident ot Ann Arbor, wishes to rent private room in
BG home tor 3-4 nights per week.
Female, 50's, non-smoker. Flexible
regarding arrangements. Office
number 2-7827 (Monday through
Thursday) Ann Arbor home number
734-973-6627, Friday through Sunday.

****¥************************************¥*♦****¥**

University Dining Services
Thanksgiving Break Closing Hours

S3

Pining Centers
Commons Dining Center

B

U

Applications for Spring '01
BG News Editor are now
being accepted. Application
forms may be picked up at
204 West Hall.
Deadline to Apply is 4p.m.
Friday. December 1.2000

Founders Keepers Food Court

Closes 2 pm Wed., Nov. 22

Kreischer Sundial Food Court

Closes 7 pm Tues.. Nov. 21

McDonald Dining Center

Closes 7 pm Tues., Nov. 21

Snack Bars. Convenience Stores and Restaurants
Founders Keepers Snack Bar
Closes 2 pm Tues.. Nov. 21
Founders Keepers Coffee Shop

Closes 2 pm Tues., Nov. 21

GT Deli (McDonald)

Closes 11 pm Mon.. Nov. 20

Kreischer Shadows Snack Bar

Closes midnight Mon.. Nov. 20

Chilu/s Express (Commons)

Closes 7 pm Tues., Nov. 21

GT Express (McDonald)

Closes 7 pm Tues., Nov. 21

Kreischer Silver River Cafe

Closes 8:30 pm Fri.. Nov. 17

Towers Restaurant

Closes 7 pm Fri., Nov. 17

Olscamp Lobby

11-5
Speak with a UPS
representative.
CAU 4f9-89h6820
WWWUPSJ0BS.COM

Eligible up
to $23,000
for your
college
career

$8.50 to $9.50 /hour
3-5 hours/day
Weekends & Holidays off
|

glf

I

OQp

Reopens Mon.,
Nov. 27 at 7:30 am
Reopens Sun.,
Nov. 26 at 4:30 pm
Reopens Sun.,
Nov. 26 at 4:30 pm
Reopens Sun..
Nov. 26 at 4:30 pm
Reopens Sun,
Nov. 26 at 7 pm

Open Tues. &• Wed., Sept. 21 ft 22

Galley (Harshman)

ON-CAMPUS
TOMORROW

£ARA/ AA/O l£A#A/

Closes 7 pm Tues., Nov. 21

7 am - 2 pm|

Reopens Mon.,
Nov. 27 at 7:30 am
Reopens Sun..
Nov. 26 at 7 pm
Reopens Sun,
Nov. 26 at 7 pm
Reopens Sun..
Nov. 26 at 4:30 pm
Reopens Sun..
Nov. 26 at 4:30 pm
Reopens Mon,
Nov. 27 at S pm
Reopens Mon,
Nov. 27 at 11:30am
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Wanted
Male rmle

needed 2 bdrm, 2 bath
Wanted

stin Ave. Will have own bdrm

uation. Please call 419-423-5885.

ented, take charge individuals. Work

Wood Co. Prosecutor's Assistant

$312.50 mo. plus 1/2 elec Contact

leave message Will negotiate

1 ticket lor December grad-

directly w/children & interface w/pa-

Gang Task Force Coordinator's Po-

Wanted: Dancers, waitstatf, apply

rents. Pan-time hours available. Call

sition Part-time: 20-25 hrs/wk @

after 5pm, 5801 Telegraph, Toledo.

878-4190 for more information,

7.50per/hr. Eligible for wage in-

OH or call 419-476-6640

Need 1 (emate roommate ASAP

Help Wanted

Call 354-6713.

Daycare/Preschool looking for tal-

DELIVERY PERSONNEL

MUST

HAVE OWN CAR APPLY 2-5

Need 1 graduation ticket immediate-

MONDAY THROUGH FRI. DIBENE-

ly. Call 353-9440.

AmeriCorps position available at

DETTQ'S

Need 2 December graduation lick-

Wood County Juvenile Court work-

els. Will pay $. Call Amy @ 354-

ing with youlh and families in Truan-

0626.

1700 hours to be completed wilhin
the year

Roommate needed ASAP

Flexible schedule. Will

work around school. $9000 living sti-

Campbell Hill Apartments

pend throughout the year. S5000

353-5464 lor more information

scholarship upon successful com-

Spacious 2 bdrm apt. in Hillsdale

pletion of the service year. Health in-

Lease siarts Dec. 23rd Call 352-

surance available. May count as in-

5772

ternship for some. Those interested

S"ubieaser needed for one bedroom

should send resume and cover letter
to Jennifer Robeson at 11120 E.

apt. Spacious, close lo campus,
small pets welcome! Needed for

Gypsy Lane, Bowling Green, Ohio

spring semester. Call 352-4156.

43402.
Chemical

Subleaser needed spring Male or

Dependency

Position.

female. Call 354-1834

county.

Subleasers needed beginning Janu-

35

Bachelor's

ary 13. 2/3 bedroom house, big

Counselor

hrs /week

Master's

in

Degree

Ottawa

preferred.

Degree with certification

acceptable Send resume lo The

kitchen and porch, close to campus

EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS

BGSU Welcome Week Leaders!

driven

Part-time, 10-15 hrs. week. Account-

hours plus over-time. Many college

ing skills helpful. Apply in person.

Acura Integra RS hatchback 1990.

students v/ork here. Starting pay is

BG Jeep. Lincoln, Mercury. 1079 N

Auto, air, very clean A reliable. Sun-

$5.30 per hour with an automatic

Main.

root, asking S2500 obo 353-6085 or

$.25 per hour increase to 55.55 after

a difference for first year students!

in

Bowling

Green

and

Internet is here! Explosive Earnings

pany. These are unskilled jobs

Plan, call 419-474-7099.

covers-beautiful 'aces, for hosiery-

5:00pm (Monday-Fnday) at

great legs, for shoe modeling-a 6B

ADVANCED SPECIALTY PROD-

shoe size. Send ht. wl

UCTS, INC.. 428 Clough Street.

tos (snapshots OK). No exp neces-

Bowling Green. Ohio, only 2 blocks

sary Studio West Fashion Photog-

from campus near Kinko's and Dairy

raphy. Box 3601 Toledo, OH 43623

Queen next to the railroad tracks.

House lor Sale
145 Troup: 2 story, Full Basement, 4

Need Extra Money? Still In

BR

school? Have we got a job for you.

tral Air, Porch, Deck, Garage, Many

$7.50 lo start. S7.72 after 30 days

improvements since 1995 Immedi-

Two shifts to choose from; 6:30am-

ate Possession 354-4083 OR (419)

11:30am or noon to 5pm. 4 to 5

925-4550

FACTORY

applications at Woodland Mall, 1234

schedules. 10 minutes from Bowling

2pm. Bring 2 ID's.

Green near Weston. Apply in person

419-353-1540

Stle

include

Fraternities * Sororities

17 ® 5pm. Call 2-2843 for more in-

18 credit hours of educational cour-

Clubs * Student Groups

sework

the easy Campusfundraiser.com

352-5822.

three hour fundraising event No

Diploma, must enjoy children

sales required Fundraising dates

The YMCA offers compelitive salar-

tact Campusfundraiser.com at (888)

ies

923-3238 or visit

and

a

great

working

environ-

CA membership. Apply in person to

Full time childcare needed in Perrys-

Ft. Meigs Center for Health Promo-

burg home for 2 yr. old twins. Mon

lion, 13415 Eckel Jet. Rd.. Perrys-

through Fri, 7:30-5 30pm. non-

burg. Ohio 43551. (419) 251-9622.

smoking environment Call 661-

Computer Consultant for small of-

1667.

fice. Hardware'soft ware knowledge

HICKORY FARMS CALL CENTER"
SERVICE

helpful. Apply in person <8 328 S

Management Inc.

REPRESENTATIVES

Main St.. M-F, 8-12 & 1-5.

SEASONAL $7.50 +
Hickory Farms is now hinng full and

I Bdrm & 2 Bdrm

part-time seasonal Service Repre-

Air condilion/Dishwu^lk-r

sentatives to inpul orders into our

1989 Honda Civic LX

Garbage Disposal

seasonal processing system and respond lo customer inquires regard-

2 Bdrm wasner/tifYCf hook-up

ing the status of their order. Posi-

Starts at $390-Cafl 353-5800

tions are also open for clericals and
mail order processors. $.50 per hour
increase after customer service
training

Management Inc.

!

*3995 4 jr near mini cood 83k
1992 Toyota Poseo

HILLSDALE TOWNHOUSE

3 Bdrm/Full Basements
\ir Condition/Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal/2 Baths
washer/dryer hook up
LOTS OF SPACE

5spd

drives GREAT'

1994 Toyota Corolla

Management Inc.

K^iTRrecn Apt. 213 E Poe
Studios. Large I Bdrm
Laundry on site
Starts at $250-Call 353-5800

h-nl
<•

"Apartment for rent, starting 01/01
Opportunity Knocks!

353-0325.

We have jobs in customer service.
'Apartment lot Rent'

manufactunng. welding, and general
labor

801 5th St

Call today! Various shifts.

Positions are open now

through February on day and evening shifts, during the week and on
weekends Musi have computer and

Apt

»5. 2 bdrm ,

S460 month, water included. Call

good $. 353-9425 EOE MF OV

Melody or Jocelyn @ 354-4084 for
Part or full-time sorters or cleaners

more into

$7 50 hr. Walking distance from

1, 2 and 3 Bedroom Apartments

campus. Apply in person at 441 Pike

From Only

St.

S430
Private Entrance

tion assisting persons with mental

Patio

retardation/developmental disabili-

Spacious Kitchen

ties m daily living skills in a residen-

Small Pets Welcome!

tial setting

Varsity Square Apts.

Part-time, and sub posi-

tions available ranging from 24 lo 72
hours biweekly. Salary is S7 55 hour
for first 90 days, thereafter beginning at Si0.24/hour based upon experience High school diploma or

353-7715
2 bdrm. bath and 1/2, spacioue.
Avail

now or next semester

S425/mo 389-4890.

GED required, no experience neces-

2 subleasers needed lor spnng

sary Positions available m Bowling

semester

Green, Perrysburg, and Walbndge

373-9975 or 352-4650 S55Q/mo

Roomie duplex, 2 bdrms.

BOWLING GREEN

areas. Interested persons may ob-

COMMERCIAL SPACE

tain an application packet from
Wood County Board of MR/DD.

-3.200 sq H -1616 E

11160 East Gypsy Lane Rd . Bowl-

Greenwood Centre, across from

ing Green. Ent B

BGSU stadium S Rt 75 S8 65/sq

Monday-Friday.

gentlemen's

Woosler

ft -. cam/nnn

8:00am-4:30pm EOE

typing skills. We offer attendance in-

*1995 ?iir

Merry #3 or call 353-0325.

RESIDENTIAL ASSISTANT posi

a must. Trouble-shooting experience

HUhdakAptt. 1082 Faimew.

For Rent

www.campusfundraiser.com

ment. Benefits available include YM-

1 1/2 Bath. Dining Room, Cen-

Will mail or pick-up at office 316 E.

Counselor-18 years of age with H.S

are filling quickly, so call today! Con-

800-719-3001 ext4558.

" 2001-2002 listings available "
10-12

working with children
Expe-

pounds and tax reposl For listings 1-

1641 tor directions.
Office cleaning, evenings

hrs/week.own trans, required. Call

rience preferred, will tram.

1917orrodger228yahoo.com.
HONDAS FROM $500' Police im-

at 20584 Long Judson Rd Call 832-

Earn S1,000-$2,000 this quarter with

experience

at 199.00. Contact Steve at 373-

We can even be

Thursday, Nov. 16th from 10am-

Student Services. Due by November

AfEfcCA

stats & pho-

more flexible lo accommodate your

fo.

FALL OPENINGS /
SIGNING LEASES
NOW

days per week

For

N. Main St., Bowling Green.

sitions

Management Inc.

CT32M64S4D8E SDRAM lor tale

tween the hours of 9:00am and

Perrysburg

years

BRAND NEW Sealed Crucial-Mi-

Models!! needed for fashion

RENHILL

2

419-578-9445

small parts. Apply in person be-

Currently hiring for the following po-

plus

Call 354-

cron 256 MB PC-100.

involving assembling and packaging

Applications can be picked up in 405

Director-qualifications

MARKETERS Dream Biz' Wireless

100 hours of service with the com-

Immediate openings, good work

needed

1/4 karat women's wedding set, en-

minimum of 15 hours per week or 40

lo lead VMCA Child Care Programs

Gam Valuable experience and make

For Sale

354-9250.

gagement ring & band

lime positions, all shifts. Taking

persons

tion and experience beneficial.

6713.

history. Pay $7.50-$10 OOp/h, full

Innovative,

portation a must. Additional educa-

fice work, filing, answer phones.

Child Care Staff
WANTED!

ment. HS diploma and own trans-

Looking for a person to do light of-

734-4922

Angela 352-3164.

crease after six months employ-

lege and personal schedule. Work a

Clinton. OH 43452 or fax to 419-

Merry Apt. A Please call Sarah or

PENTRY, PLUMBING. 353-0561.

over-time hours, around your col-

Giving Tree. 335 Buckeye Blvd. Port

and downtown, $555/monlh. 208 E.

SIDE JOBS P/T-FLEXIBLE. CAR-

Deadline 11/27/00. Application (419)

2001 lo December 2001. Requires

5846. Will pay S

1432E. WOOSTER.

JOB POSTING

Work part-lime, full-time, even put in

cy Program. Position runs January

Need Dec grad. tix! Robin 352-

^0

Help Wanted

lurn apt. w/dishwasher at 808 Thur-

Josh Long @ 937-836-2625

OU

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Wanted

centives. 40% employee discount.

Premier

club

now

flexible scheduling, and professional

hiring dancers. Possible benefits.

supervision. Apply in person Mon-

Will train 734-848-4379. Mon-Fn af-

Frl., 9am-7pm, & Sat., I0am-2pm.

ter 3pm

■2.200 sq fl -1616 E

Woosler

Greenwood Centre, across from
BGSU stadium « Rt

75

$8 65/sq.rt • • cam/nnn
-1.200 sq ft-Professional Oflice

Hickory Farms Corporate Office.

Raise $1600-57000 * Get FREE

1505 Holland Rd., Maumee. OH.

Caps. T-shirts 4 Phone Cards' This

EOE

one week fundraiser requires no in-

-Industrial Lease-Will build to suit up

Line Cook - liberal starting wage

vestment and a small ami of time

to 30.000 sq ft Woodbridge II at Rt

Apply in person at

from you or your club Qualified call-

75

Kaufman's at the Lodge

ers receive a free gift just for calling

Mecca Management Inc ,

1628 E. Woosler

Call loday-1 -800808-7442 x 80

*¥¥¥¥***¥******¥¥#***#******¥*****

Space Convenient Location with
parking

419-353-5800
Furnished efficiency $330/mo Great
location

Reserved Parking 352-

9996

1996 Nissan 200SX

Management Inc.
llt'in/siU' Apis. 7|o \

I & 2 Bdrm/Air Condition
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
2 Bdrms hau* washcr/drycr in ihcm

J

Starts at S410 Call 353-5800

5995 i,
1989 Wrangler

•§

Houses & Apts for 2001 -2002

Acapulco
Cancun
Jamaica
Bahama
Florida
Euro

Kntcrprise

school year

1 to 4 person homes

avail-12 mo leases only Steve
Smith. 352-8917 or 308-2710
vitle
NEED AN APARTMENT''
Live Downtown!
AC Disposal/Dishwasher
1 bedroom

Management Inc.

onsite washer'dryer

(•riTii Bca\tr Apt. 642 S College
^ Bdrm Townhouscs

Available JanAug2001
Call Sara 353-1862
(before 10pm please)

2 car garajics

N

wash/dryer
I

No

calls after 8pm Listing at 532 Man-

/. rt nting loi M.iy 2001

3 bdrm townhouses S800/month

'3995 4c\l . 5 speed. 4wd

plus utilities, no pets

1/2 Baths

Call 353-0494

Autoville

Stop h> our office at 1045 N.

MainSt tor complete listing OJ

Subleaser needed for spring & summer. 1 rm efficiency, across the
street from campus Call 352-5883

353-8810

Call 353-5800.

Wanted 2 lemale subleasers lor

www.wcnct.org/-mccca

14540 Bowling Green Rd. West

spring semester Close to campus 2
bedrooms. S145/month • utilities
353-1758

lwww.bgsu.edu/recsports
INTRAMURAL ACTIVITIES
Men's & Women's 3

OUTDOOR PROGRAMS
Mountain Bike Trip

Player

Basketball entries due Nov. 15

&

Men's 8t Women's Track & Field
'Meets entries due Nov. 29

!

Pickncy, Michigan

\ Date:
I Time:

Saturday, November 18
8:00am-6:00pm

! Cost:

$15 (students/members);

!

$20 (non-members!

I Pro-trip meeting
If hand-Oolivering. duo by 3:00pm lo 130 P«<ry Field
House. If sending electronically, entries are due by noon

: TONIGHT at 7:00pm in
I the PFH Meeting Room

* \nvoWed in Intramura/s/
(+&• ..'
Intramural
,.*'Adviiory Board applications for
**•.
.' Spring 2001 ant being accepted through Nov.*.
i'27. Applications are available in 130 Perry Field'.
\Housa. Interview* arc limited, on a first-coma, ,*
*. first-serve basis and will beheld
,•'
*•«. November29-30.
.,.''

Spring 2001 Practicum opportunities
in the Intramural Office for
Recreation and Sport Management
majors are available.

Applications

are available in 130 Perry Field House
and are due November 28. Interviews
vi ill be held December 4-5.

if)

HOLIDAY SKI TRIP
Rec Sports Ski Trip
January 3-9, 2001
Trip Includes:

mM

awufmam
ifm<
*mra;i.i.n>

Ski L«vdvE«ert">r*
Bey«v%--liilerm»diate/Si

I -..rd'- ipJIII LJmil I

Same great plact.
Now even better.

""•""uiMomiwe""

CO.! IflclLKl.,
mporUtion, 4 N*yiu lodging in
Cabin*, Equipment Snowthoe*.
Pole*. MuUukt. E.p*d.tion Wttem, -20
Dejrea Sleeping Bogs, el meahv wvute
eicJudetg Wednotda? dnner In
M.,.-.|...-ri.
I

Hiring All Positions

Sign up in the SRC Main Office

SPECIAL PROGRAMS
«£-

ays of Wellness
' The fun and uoty way lo o healthy
hoUdayitaton

FITWELL CENTER

\zs

t

January 6-January II, 2001

Recommended Worfc»hop:

Steamboat Ski Area, CO

\\»//

Lake In Marquottc, Ml

H.IHOA

Winter Camping/ftnowiho^g Workshop December 4 at
8:00pm ei the Perry Field Houte Meeting Room

•purchase this trip and
receive a half-day
skiing free

tn

Now Playing

Winter Break Snowshoeing Trip

Pra-trlp Meeting:
December 6 J< 9:00pm in the Perrj F

6 nights lodging
4 out of 5 days lift ticket*
airfare from Detroit
transportation to ski
resort
and much more .

FITWELL

[And you will loo,
with NTN Interactive Sports
& Trivia Games]

FITWEII CENTER
OPEN HOUSE
I««IA\, DECEMDER

l:0(M:00pM

December 4-December 15

'l

This FREE program
includes fun games,
cool prizes and helps
YOU enjoy a healthy
and happy holiday
season. Sign up in the
SRC Main Office.

Applications and Interviewing
Friday, November 17,2000
Bowling Green State University
Career Services
10am - 12noon
Contact Peg •

372-9294

For an Appointment or Call
419-529-26% for more information

""'iconi.com

His

,,. i * & i 'r *

JjiM.WM
?v- *»>

r«zwy»

# % ■**-## M---M
l

'■

'

Good Luck Lady Falcons!

826 S. Main • 353-7272

BEBBi
I

4

Si

WINTKR SPORTS

BG NEWS
THANKS GO TO:
BG NEWS SPORTS STAFF
MIKE LEHMKUHLE
JOSH ALMANSON
ANDY JENKINS
SPORTS INFO STAFF

DAN CONNELLY
BRIAN ESCOBEDO
FRANCINE MILLER
JEFF HINDENACH
COPY EDITORS

LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
The leaves are falling off the
trees and the weather is turn
ing students into ice cycles Of
course this means we will
have to deal with it for the
next seven months, it is time
for winter sports to get into
action.
In this special section, we
profile four athletes and one
coach from the BG winter
sports teams.
On page eight, first-year
writer Erik Cassano profiles
Francine Miller, who has the
potential of becoming one of
the best women's basketball
players in Bowling Green history.
x

Page four analyzes freshman forward Josh Almanson,
who has the tough duty of
helping to fill in for departed
seniors Anthony Stacey and
Dave Esterkamp
We also have stories on
Andy Jenkins, who swam in
the Olympic time trials, freshman hockey player Brian
"Scooby" Escobedo and
women's gymnastics coach
Dan Connelly.
We hope you enjoy this special section and all the hard
work we have put in on it.
PETE STELLASports Editor

T
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MEN'S BASKETBALL NEWCOMER
IS THE ULTIMATE HOME-TOWN HERO:
Josh Almanson, a Bowling Green resident, goes from
BGHS to BGSU — PAGE 4

BG SWIMMER GRACES OLYMPIC TRIALS:
Andy Jenkins talents take him beyond the Bowling Green
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UH-OH Shaggy:
Falcon hockey freshman Brian "Scooby" Escobedo excels
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CHEER: Falcon cheerleader Christian Hansen holds, left to right, Melissa
Kimbler, Erin Norman and Renee Roseum.

THE HISTORY OF DAN CONNELLY:
From the West Coast to Bowling Green; our gymnastics
coach's past detailed.— PAGE 11
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Almanson's heart keeps him at home
ByioeReece
swr WRIICR
Celling home to have mom do his
laundry wont be much of an inconvenience for Josh Almanson.
While he may enjoy the comfort of
a home-cooked meal more often
than most college students can
dream of. freshman forward and
Bcwling Green native Almanson still
lias to fulfill big expectations this season as the men's basketball team
looks to repeat its performance from
a year ago and capture another MidAmerican Conference title.
There has been one noted obstacle
surrounding this season's campaign,
however. The 2000 01 nin for the
banner
will
have to be done
without guys by
the name of
Dave
Esterkamp and

Anthony
Stacey. departed seniors who
led the Falcons
last season.
B
u
t
10SH ALMANSON
Almanson was
brought into the Falcon program in
anticipation of the departure of last
season's emotional leaders. His 6foot-8-inch. 225 pound frame will be
used to fill at least one part of the
dominant forward duo. which was
left vacant by Stacey and Esterkamp.
Throughout his senior season,
Almanson was heavily recruited by
the likes of defending national
champion Michigan State as well as
Miami
(Ohio),
Vanderbilt,
Marquette, Xavier. and Ohio State.
Despite
the
impressive
list,
Almanson carefully considered his
options and decided the best place
for him to play college basketball was
only two minutes from home.
Almanson said his decision to stay
i n

JOSH ALMANSON
AT BG HIGH SCHOOL:
Averaged 25 points and 12
tebounds as a senior; finished as school's all-time
leading scorer with 1,256
points
SIZE: 6 foot-8 inch. 225
pounds
FIRST COLLEGE GAME:
Scored 12 points, grabbed
three boards and made
three blocks.

"When I first saw
him, I thought he
was too weak to
play. I thought he
wasn't strong
enough. I didn't
know how tough
he was...he's made
himself physically
better"
DAN DAKICH, COACH

town was not a difficult one. "I just
grew really fond of the coaches here."
he said. I just liked what they were
doing with the program and where it
was going. I basically just fell in bve
with this place after a while."
Almanson's confidence as a freshman is uncharacteristic of the typically intimidated first-year player in
Division I. His swagger around the
court and easiness around his teammates indicate that he exhibits
enough poise to carry him through a
potentially successful freshman
campaign.
His All-League. All-District. AllWood County and First-team AllOhio honors obtained throughout
his years at Bowling Green High
School illustrate Almanson's credentials to get the job done and contribute significantly in his first season
as a Falcon.
Not to mention his 25 points and
12 rebound averages as a senior. He
also finished as the schools all-time
lead scorer with 1,256 points.
Despite Almanson's success in
high school, head coach Dan Dakich
was not immediately sold on bring
ing him across Main Street to play
basketball inside Anderson Arena for
the next four years.
According to Dakich, there was no
doubt that Almanson had the talent
to play the game; rather it was his
lack of size and strength that nearly
caused Dakich to pass Almanson
over.
"When I first saw him, I thought he
was too weak to play." Dakich said. "I
thought he wasn't strong enough. I
didn't know how tough he was."
Almanson, knowing that lacking
size could make him unfavorable to
recruiting coaches, decided it was

NEW GUY. PAGE 5

IMu(ll*n*i«eBGNr*'.

NEW GUY IN TOWN: Freshman Josh Almanson (2) gets an ear full with the rest of the Brown and Orange from
coach Dan Dakich in the Nov. 4 exhibition game at Anderson Arena.

WINTER SPORTS
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Local graces b-ball
N£W GUY, FROM PAGE 4
time lo bulk up and put some more
meat on his bones. He inr reased his
size from roughly 185 pounds to his
current weight of 225 pounds.
Almanson bought a membership
to Hard Body's Gym and lifted
weight-sduringthe morning. Then he
foaised on his game in the afternoons after school.
On many nights, he could be
found by himself shooting around in
his high school gym, improving liis
game in an attempt to reach a goal he
set for himself during his freshman
year: he wanted to play Division I college ball.
Once liis high school career was
over. Almanson continued his rigor
ous weight training at the BGSU
weight facility under the watchful eye
of then-strength coach Mike Ward.
As time passed, Dakich was more
and more impressed by Almanson's
dedication to improving his size and
strength. Ultimately. Dakich decided
that Almanson's commitment to
becoming a better all-around player
warranted a chance to play at BG.
"Josh lias had to build bis body up
and he's made himself physically better." Dakich said. "If he didn't make
the type of commitment that he's
made in the last three or four years,
then he would have never been as
good as he is now."
But Almanson's size and strength
are just one part of the package he
presents at forward
According to his former high
school coach. Mike Vannett.
Almanson embodies a complete
player who is highly skilled in all
aspects of the game and is able to
pinpoint any weakness he may have
at any given time and dedicate his
time to making himself better.
"Josh has always been a tremendous worker and he has always set
gin Is for himself," Vannett said. "He
would always work to make himself a
better player in areas where he
lacked a little bit."
Besides the ability to make snap
adjustments, Vannett said Almanson
has a soft shooting touch, especially
outside the three-point arc and is no'

afraid to square up and take the sliot
when necessary.
Josh is a great Jump shooter as
Wi'll as a great ball handler and can
shoot the lights out behind the three
point line. But he can also put the ball
on the floor and score underneath as
well. He can do quite a bit," Vannett
said.
Almanson already made his presence felt Nov. 4 in an exhibition win
against the Lithuania Select squad as
he scored 12 points and had three
rebounds and three blocks.
As the season
progresses.
Almanson will continue to make the
adjustments all freshmen have to
make in the begintiing, but he said
that he will be able to lake it all in
stride. Eventually he will find his normal routine on the team.
"I've learned a lot over the first
seven weeks here so far," Almanson
said. "Freshman year can always be
up and down since you are just getting adapted to things, so right now
I'm just looking forward to try and
have fun with it."
As far as his relationship with his
new head coach is concerned,
Almanson said that he has learned
quite a bit already and anticipates a
good relationship with him in the
future
"I have gotten to know Coach
Dakich really well over the past three
years" he said. "I really like his coaching style and the way he works. It will
be a great learning experience for me
as a player to play for him."
While Almanson may be young
and has relatively little college basketball experience, his presence on
the floor this season should be a formidable one.
In years past, the opposing MAC
teams would conjure up many ways
to stop Esterkamp and Stacey. Now
when they view the game film, they
will fixate themselves on a new generation of talent, beginning with
Almanson.
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Jenkins
leads
team in
final
season

FileRWo

SENIOR: BG
senior Andy
Jenkins finishes
a stroke during
a meet last season. Jenkins
originally came
to BG to golf but
guit after his
freshman year
to concentrate
on swimming.

Swimmer started as BG golfer but found true calling at Cooper Pool
By Erica Gambaccini
sun WRillR
Sports are full of rolp models,
heroes and stars.
BG senior swimmer Andy Jenkins
is all of them. He has both struggled
and succeeded.
When Jenkias was 6-years-old. he
was diagnosed with perces disease in
his leg. the same disease suffered by
Bo Jackson, which put him in a body
cast for three months.
Due to the disease, he was not
allowed to play contact sports so
Jenkins took up swimming and golf.
He participated on the golf team
from sixth grade to his freshman year
ANDY JENKINS
2000 OLYMPIC TRYOUTS:
Finished 96 out of 115
swimmers

Bowling Green. He even set a record
at Oak Harbor High School, shooting
a 68 in 18 holes Jenkins also qualified
for the slate meet his junior year and
placed 12th out of 72 golfers.

relay (1:22.91). the 200 yard medley
relay (1:31.39). and the 400-yard
medley relay (3:22.61). All the records
were set at the Mid-American
Conference meet last season.

However,
swimming
took over as
top priority in
his sophomore
year at BG, and
he quit the golf
team.

After swimming the 50 freestyle at
the Mid-American Conference meet.
Jenkins time qualified him for the
2000
Olympic
tryouts
in
Indianapolis.

"Andy is a
tremendous

"The experience was awesome."
Jenkins said. "I finished 96 out of 115
swimmers. It's too early to say if I'll
tryout for the 2004 Olympics."
ANDYItNKINS

player" said BG
swimming head coach Randy Julian.
"He is very critical to the makeup of
the team. He has set his goals big and
madi a lot of sacrifices for this program. He's a great guy."

ROLE MODEL Matt Biondi
he's the ideal sprinter.
Jenkins said

Jenkins is entering his fourth season on the Falcon men's swimming
team and is coming off setting four
school records last year.

WHYBG?: Became a falcon
to be on golf team Was on
team his freshman year but
then picked up swimming

"He keeps on growing each year."
Julian said "He set a school record in
the 50-yard freestyle along with several records in relays last season."

LAST SEASON: Set four
school records and is looking to break more this season

He swam the 50 freestyle in a
record breaking time of 20:49 and
was on three relay teams mat set new
school records: the 200-yard freestyle

"Andy is a
tremendous player. He is very critical to the makeup
of the team. He
has set his goals
big and made a lot
of sacrifices for
this program.
He's a great guy."
RANDY JULIAN. SWIM COACH

Right now, Jenkins is concentrating on this season, in which he would
like to break 20 seconds in the 50yard freestyle and become MAC
champion. He also hopes to break
the school record ": die 100-yard
freestyle, which was set by Rich
Foster in 1989 with a ume of 45.54.
Last season. Jenkins swam the 100yard freestyle in a time of 45.66.
Before Jenkins had any dreams of
setting records at BG. he swam for
Oak Harbor High School, where he
set a record there in the 50-yard
freestyle in a time of 21.27.
When Jenkias was growing up. his
role model was Olympic swimmer
Matt Biondi. Jenkins watched him
the 1988 Olympics in Seoul. Korea.

record, that his phones began to ring
Coaches began to call Jenkias trying
to recniit him for their swim team.
However, before deciding on BG
he looked at Toledo. Wake Forest.
Ashland, Cleveland State and Ohio
State, but BG was the only place that
gave him the chance to both swim
and golf.
Jenkins said that his parents have
been very supportive. They have
encouraged him and attended all of
his swim meets.
"My parents never forced me to do
anything." Jenkins said. "My dad got

where Biondi won five goal medals
including one in the 50-meter
freestyle and one in the 100-meter
freestyle along with one silver and
one bronze medal.
"He's the ideal sprinter." Jenkins
said.
As a result. Jenkins got into sprinting. He swam in junior high school as
a sprinter and has continued to compete in that event all the way through
college.

me to do a little of everything."
Jenkins has lived in Oak Harbor,
Ohio all of his life along with his two
sisters, Melissa, 19, and Amy. 14. Both
of his sisters swam. His older sister is
a sophomore here at BG and took up
swimming her junior year of high
school. His younger sister is a fresh
man at Oak Harbor and plans on
swimming in high school.
Jenkins will graduate from BG in

"I told everyone that I wasnt going
to swim in college.'' Jenkins said. "1
wanted to golf."

May 2001 with a double major in
business production and business

It wasn't until his senior year of
high school, after setting a school

lined up. but he is working on that.

purchasing. He does not have a job
I plan on doing some serious
-interviewing in Marrh." Jenkias said
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Miller: leader on and off court for BG
By Erik Cassano
SlMI WRI■ E R

77ie ball has been lipped not two
minutes ago in the Bowling Green
women's basketball exhibition opener Tlte Falcons have just taken tlieir
first possession of the game off a
ttinmer
As tlie Ixill is taken into the foiv
court, junior forward Fran Miller
spots up outside tlie tlireepoint arc on
the H ing. Slie is promptly fed a pass
andhobOashot Bottomoftlienet. 30 falcons.
Fran Miller is one of (he best
female basketball players in (he Mid
American Conference. She is a
sniper accurate shooter who set BC
single season records for three-point
field goal percentage (.453) and free
throw percentage (856). She was
named to the first team All MAC pre
vase >ti squad (or (lie second (onsetutive season List month
Last year as a sophomore, she was
the only second year player to gat mi
the honor. Slie is one of tlie players
thai graces tlx' cover of the 2000-01
MAC women's basketball media
guide In short, she is a marquee

player.
But what happens in the limelight
is not all there is to see of Miller She
is .i big player from a small (own. a
shooting star firmly grounded on
Earth, who values hei family more
than anything.
Miller has the ball at tlie top of th'
key with 1305 to play, first hall This
time, v'le deddai to drive to tlie basket
As slie b starting to take tlieb.ill up for
a shot.il defender conies in and swats
heron the arm A whistle
She steps to tlie free throw line. Tlie
utlier team apparently didn't scout
very nW/. thb is virtualsuklde ifyvu
doit enough
/*) tin1 Knicks try to foul Reggie

Miller? One up one in Did «v Hulls
mnstantly try to foul Mark l'riie?Next
mil: up.indin Sex en points forMiller

FRAN MILLER
LAST SEASON: Set singleseason records for three
point field goal percentage
and (ree throw percentage
2000-2001: Preseason All
Conference pick
KALIDA, OHIO: Youngest of
six children, became high
school's All-time leading
scoter with 1,442 points

She spent her entire childhood in
the small farming community of
Kalida. Ohio, about an hour's drive
south of Bowling Green. Her high
school didn't have football or track,
so basketball was the sport of choice.
The youngest of six children, she
watched lier siblings play basketball
for as far lack as slie roukl remember. Playing with them in driveway
pick-up games. siKing in (he stands
at Kalida High School for games, she
was surrounded by the sport. By her
freshman year in high school, she
took tlie game and ran with it
"I can remember writing an
English paix-r about our goals. I
remember writing about IKJW I wanted to be a Division I basketball player." she said.
Miller didn't just play basketball al
Kalida. she ruled It By (he time her
senior year was over, she was the All
time leading scorer in (he history of
the school, boys' or girls' (earn, wild
1,442 points
It was apparent she was on the fast
(rack to big tilings. She dreamed of
wearing (he scarlet and gray of Ohio
Stale, but instead took to the choco
late brown and burnt orange of
Bowling Green.
As a freshman, she burst onto the
scene, ranking third on the learn in
scoring, second in rebounding and
leading the team in steals and three
pointers. In MAC games, slie shot the
lights out and swept up the glass
shards to boot, converting 50 percent
of lier tliree point attempts.
Second half. 7:27 to play, BCsle.nl
has been whittled down fnmi nine
points to one by an 8 0 run. tlie score
islil GO. Cettingoutandninningthe
floor is the ii.n mi, li Dee Knoblauch
w.intstoplaylierteam.andtlicylryto
piishtlieirw,i\ up tlie court
The ball is passed into a forest oi
players in tlie low post. Someliow. it
finds its way into tin- hands ofMillei
who tojes the ball up with ha right
handhorn short range It goes in BC
getsa bit monbreathlng room, 63-60.
As her profile increased, the separation from Kalida and her family
■ iic teased as well. I( has been a bittersweet transition for Miller. She
wanted her world to get bigger, much
bigger than Kalida Bui her family is
(here as well. Basketball takes up
mom and more of her time the better
she becomes.
"Nobody likes to go to practice
everyday." she said. "And the late
nights, the trips...! haven't been
home for Thanksgiving in three
years." She admits, though, that it's all

"I'm never going to
be able to do it
when I'm 30 or 40.
Just to tell my kids
someday that I
played basketball
I professionally/...
not a lot of people
can say that."
FRAN MILLER, GUARD
pan of lieing a Division I athlete, and
some of the prices she mus( pay (o go
after her dream.
Her dream? Not just starring in college. Tliat will end in a couple of
years. She Hants to play professional

iy' I m never going to be able to do il
when I'm 30 or 40." she said. "Just to
(ell my kids someday (ha( I played
basketball [professionally!, I lliink
dial would Ix? really neal.not a lot of
people can say that."
If college signifies the end of her
playing days, the physical education
major wants (o teach and coach
somewhere
Basketball has been her life for
nearly a decade sometimes an allconsuming force, but she doesn't
mind. She likes the fact that she is
foremost known as Fran Miller: starting torward lor (be BO halcons.
"People know I'm a baske(ball
player, and I like that. I guess," shesaid.
The final horn sounds. 87-77
Falcons. Teammate Angie Farmer lias
just iced tlie game with a pair of free
throws Fanner exploded for 11 points
in tlie second half, but Miller leads all
scorers with 20 She also dislied out a
gan» leading eight assists Another
night at tlie office
As the months pass, I icr reputation
grows. When you excel at something
in front of thousands of people on a
nightly basis, il will tend to. She
knows she has reached a level that
few players gel to. with a great
chance of going even liigher. She is
definitely enjoying the ride.
"When you go places, people are
like Hey Fran' and What's up?' and 1
like that," she said. "People know
who you are and lliey want to be kind
of a part of you.especially little kids
I love it when kids.come up to you
and ask you for your autograph.
That's really special to me."

I ilc Photo

JUMPER: Brown and Orange guard Fran Miller takes a jump shot last
season Miller was again picked to the preseason All-Conference team.
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'Scooby' right at home with leers
By Derek McCord
SUII WRI11 R

The coach put me on the |x>wer
plav so I.II and 1 am pretty lucl.y lo lie
on it." Escolxxlo said. "I did not think

Will) the graduation of power |)!ay
spedalbl Mike Jones, someone had
10 step in and (ry lo All his shoes fni
the Bowling Green lux key team
Thai man might (dine from one of
nine freshmen on tlx' team.
UP could possibly he a defense
man from New York named Brian

Escobedo, Bui you can call him
Scooby
"When I was younger somebody
jusl gave me the nickname."
Escobedo said, "They did not see the
E' in my last name and I looked liked
Scooby Doo lo (hem."
Wlien asked if there was a Shaggy,
he replied pointing lo leammale
Dennis Williams sitting nexl to him,
"No one yet. Willy could lx' though."
Escobedo. who is the youngest
player on the learn at age 18. came
from the Eastern Junior Hockey
League where he played for the New
York Apple Core But now he could
became one of the main players en
ih*1 Falcons1 |>ower play.

I was going to get points Ibis early."
Even though the season is young,
senior Dennis Williams fii'ls the
future is bright for Escobedo.
"He's going to lx> a good one fix
four years He's already running ibe
power play and for a freshman I hat is
a big step," Williams said. "The players like him. he is one of the favorites,
always jokes around and has a good
time There is nothing bad you can
say about the kid"
First impressions of Escobedo
reveal a soft-spoken individual.
His teammates disagree.*
That is what is so funny." Williams
said. "Half of the people don't know

"Playing on the
road is a little different from last
season. The trips
are longer but it s
fun to play at different places,
beside the signs
you do not notice
the crowd.
Alabama was kind
of different. There
is not really a lot of
hockey in
Alabama, but it
was a nice arena
to play in."

what he is like. You meet him once,
get him out, and you can't shut him
up"

rjRIANESOJBEDOJRfSHrVWN
DEFENSMAN

Escobedo says that Ihe major
Influences In his hockey career were
his dad arxl the New York Rangers.
His father Gerry took Escobedo to
games at Madison Square Garden

"Escobedo is Colombian for dnig
lord"
Playing on Ihe road is a little dif

I think thai he has handled the

where he became accustomed lo Ihe

ferent from last season," he said.
"The trips are longer but it's fun to

pressure well coming In here. That

game. By the age of three he started
skating and eventually fixmd a role

play at different places, beside Ihe
signs you don't notice the crowds."

shows maturity," said teammate
Tyler Knight. I am not really sure

model in Rangers offensive defense-

Escobedo got his first taste of

about the league that he i ami' from,
but it lix>ks like il was pretty good and

man Brian leetrh. which is why
Escolxxio wears number two on his

Southern hockey when he traveled lo
Alabama Huntsville for Ihe first col

he has enough experience to play on

jersey.

lege hockey g. i r i u ■ of his career.

With the reaci|iiisition of Mark

the special teams. I am glad that he's
doing so well."

Messier, Escobedo is hoping Ihe

"Alabama was kind of different.
There is ixx really a lot of hockey in

Escobedo has turned his power

Rangers return to their glory of 1994.

Alabama, but it was a nice arena lo

play lime into production as he has
netted one goal aixl two assists while

wlx'n they won Iheir fust Stank-y

play in."

having a man advantage.

BRIAN ESCOBEDO

Cup in 54 years.

But it's been his play at Ihe point

"It's pretty nice to see him come

on the power play that has the

lack, hopefully it will help them,"

Falcons high on Escobedo.

Escolxxio said. "It's not winking out

While t|ie Falcons have been stmg
gling offensively in Ihe young season.

right now but we will see. Them win

KNICKNAME: Scooby

ning the cup in '94 was pretty awe

Escobedo has been one of the bright

THIS SEASON: Has one goal
and two assists during his
powerplay time.

some, I was in sixth grade though so I

spots. While he doesn't cary the

don't remember much of it."
During the games at Northern

intimidating size the 6 foot 3 inches
Jones had, he ts nearly as fluid skating

INFLUENCES: Dad and the
New York Rangers

Michigan Nov. 3 and 4, Escobedo got

and has Jones' soft touch with the

a real taste of what Central Collegiate

puck.

TEAMMATES ON SCOOBY':
"He is going to be a good one
for four years"

Hockey Association

road games

And even though Jones lefl some

were like when he saw sigas in tlie

big shoes to fill, Escolxxio's looked

Wildcat locker room that

pretty good in them so far.

said

GrtqBHRRiotoPranled
POWER PLAY GUY: Freshman forward Brian Escobedo fights with a York
defender in the Falcon's exhibition game to open the season.
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Coach has wealth of high bar knowledge
ByBobBnmberrj
' 'l! I

*RIII K

Behind every team and every ath|.ii there is someone who advises,
instructs and inspires. For the
Howling Green women's gymnastics
Irani. Dan Connelly is tlial someone
Connelly, entering his fifth year as
head gymnastics coach at BG. knew
thai gymnastics was his niclie early
on.
Wlien I was a kid. I did all the
s|K>rts I was a pretty good athlete.
I r said There was a fad at t he junior
high SCIKX)I I went to, and I just start
ed swinging on the high bar and I
really, really enjoyed it. And when I
went to high school, it was a toss-up
between baseball and gymnastics.
And they both ended up being spring
sports
I had to make a choice, and I
chose (he high bar over the baseball.''
he added "And I've been in it ever
since."
Aside from gymnastics, Connelly
also had the idea of becoming a
lawyer, but chose to be an athlete
and coach. He began gymnastics
when he was 13 years old. and started coaching when he went to junior
college.
At junior college, his coach was
starting a beginning gymnastics program and asked Connelly to coach.
' When I was 17 years old. I started
lea lung gymnastics. I just fell in love
with the whole concept." he said.
Basically, from that point on I really
wanted to be a teacher and a coachAs for becoming a lawyer, he said
th.it he has never regretted his choice
i il going into gymnastics.
His coacliing career has spanned
i n ei 30 years now He began his col
lege coacliing career as an assistant
at UCLA for one year. He then
assumed the head coaching position
at I.os Angles Community College.

DAN CONNELLY
PATH 10 BG: Came to be a
Falcon after serving as an
assistant women's coach at
Stanford Enters his fifth
year at helm for Falcons
FAMILY: Wife Sharon, three
children, Darrin. 32, Lisa, 24
and Dan III, 24

After a year there. Connelly look
the liead coaching job al California
State University-Northndge.
During his five-year term, the
Northridge team had 25 Division II
All Americans, one D II National
Champion, one D I All-American,
and four appearances in the D II
nationals.
They finished third,
fourth, second and second respee
lively
In 1978. Connelly left the college
scene and opened a gymnastics club
called California Sun Gymnastics.
There he produced two Olympians:
Milch Gaykird of the 1984 U.S. gold
medal team and Cliarles Lakes of the
1988 US. team.
He also coached 1976 IS
Olympic silver medalist Tom Beach
Connelly coached Beach in his postOlympic days and to a silver medal in
the 1984 Pan American Games.
Connelly also produced numerous junior national champions and
scholarship athletes. In 1989,
Connelly closed California Sun
Gymnastics
"I decided I was gelling older. I
needed to pay attention to retirement," he said "The club setting
wasn't providing any retirement, it
wasn't providing any health careConnelly decided lo go lack lo
coacliing college, despite the decline
of the men's programs in the country.
"The men's programs in the country are dying." Connelly said. "Thenare only 20 lo 25 programs left. As far
as men's programs are concerned,
which was my first choice, my love,
there really weren't any options
there."
With little oilier choice, Connelly
decided lo shift to women's gymnastics.
"I decided if I want any kind of
longevity al all. I'm going lo have lo
make thejumpand go over tocoaching women." he said. "I got lucky and
got an assistant coaching job al
Stanford University."
Disagreements between Connelly
and the head coach led to his release
after one year.
"There were a couple of head
coaching positions available and
.Bowling Green was one of them,'' he
said T always wanted to be a head
coach. I knew I liad to break in by
beingan assistant coach first But I'm

"I had to make a
choice and I chose
the high bar over
baseball. And I've
been in it ever
since then."
DAN CONNELLY, COACH
a head coach.
"I've been in charge my whole life.
It's kind of hard to go backwards." he
added. Connelly look the head
coaching job at BG in the fall of '96.
"Il was a big change. Just the mere
fact that you're coaching women
instead of men. that's a big change,"
he said. "Then when you change to
coaching four events instead of six
events, that's a big change.'
Despite his love for coacliing
men'sgymnasties. Connelly said that
if a men's coaching job were offered
to him, he would turn il down.
"There's no future in it. because
[men's programsl are dying." he said.
"I still miss it. but I've come to realty
enjoy coaching women."
As for leaving BG. Connelly doubts
thai will liappen anytime soon.
"I've put down some roots here, so
I'm going to be right here for a while."
he said. "I get very attached to the
kids, in particular. So if I go out and
recniit kids, I feel very obligated to
stay while they do their gymnastics
and have their college career.
"On the down side of my coaching
career, I've only got maybe 10 years
left," Connelly said "Having been a
gymnast. I am a little beal up myself.
As you gel older, it's a little bit more
difficult to leach these skills. And the
skill level keeps going up."
Connelly also hopes thai :n those
10 years, he will achieve his goal of
winning the NCAA championship.
"I can't say I am going to keep
coaching until I make thai happen,"
he said. "Il lakes a lot of luck as well.
You've got lo have the right kids, and
it's got to be the right time. You never
know what it's going to take."
Connelly and his learn start the
season at home against IllinoisChicago and Kent State Jan. 12. 2001
in the Eppler Center gym al 7 pin.

TEACHER AND STUDENT: Marny Oestreng, below, is one of the many athletes who have benefited from coach Dan Connelly's, above, years of experience In coaching gymnastics. Oestreng won the 1999 NCAA Floor Exercise.
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